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Cloud Risk Analysis – Essentials for Australian Businesses 

Undertaking a Cloud Risk Analysis 
Your privacy, security and business risk exposure can be analysed by undertaking a Cloud Risk 
Analysis (CRA).  

If you have responsibility for a business in Australia, use this eBook to find out: 

WHO needs to undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA)? 

WHAT you need to know by way of background in preparing your CRA, and 

HOW using the supplied checklists, spreadsheets and examples, you can create 
 your own, legally acceptable, CRA analysis and report. 

This eBook has a detailed HELP-ME section with FAQs and descriptions of key terminology.  
‘Non-technical’ explanations with examples are included throughout, in the questionnaires,  
tables and checklists provided plus a detailed case study. This eBook will provide you with essential 
know-how for assessing risks and selecting the most appropriate cloud service solutions.  

About this eBook’s simple structure 

Aimed at the busy professional, these HELP-ME series of eBooks will provide you with exactly what 
you need to know, and no more. They follow a simple structure that allows you to navigate easily 
and find meaningful explanations at every step.  

These HELP-ME eBooks have been designed to ensure you get rapid answers to your specific needs. 
They are not a ‘Teach Me’ series to educate you on the whole topic. For example, the checklists 
provided are focussed on key considerations based on real-world experience, the privacy 
questionnaire ends as soon as your legal liability is determined and the hyperlinks throughout allow 
you to proceed to the most relevant sections. There is, therefore, no need to trawl through every 
procedural and legal aspects, when they don't necessarily apply to you.  

The simple structure of the HELP-ME eBooks follow four themes: 

1) WHO does this apply to?
2) WHAT do I need to know?
3) HOW do I go about this?
4) HELP-ME with more information.

You can jump to the appropriate section at any time using the Hyperlinks, which are all underlined, 
provided at the top and bottom of each page and throughout the text.  

Note that: after clicking a hyperlink, you can return back to the previous page by using ‘ALT plus ’ 
(that is, press and hold ALT key then the Back-arrow key) for Mac use: ‘ plus ’. 

Click   to open an embedded file in a new window. This will launch either a PDF file or a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. These files can be filled-in, saved and printed as required. 
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Introduction to Cloud Risk Analysis 
The concept of a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is well established in many developed nations (to 
include Canada, New Zealand, United States, United Kingdom and Australia). The aim of a PIA is to 
identify anything in a business project that may have an adverse impact on privacy from a legal, 
business and social perspective. The Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA) takes the concept of a PIA and 
extends this to incorporate the privacy, security and business risks associated with cloud adoption. 
That is, the risk of not meeting your business needs in terms of operational and performance 
requirements, in addition to the privacy impacts and security needs.  

To be effective, a CRA should be more than just a one-off assessment or legal compliance check. It 
should be a living process subject to ongoing reviews and updates to keep up with changes to 
technology, law and community expectations. The following defines a CRA and its purpose. The risk 
of not doing a CRA, are detailed in the WHO section of this eBook.  

Ready to start? First let’s see: WHO should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis? 

What is a CRA? 

Definition: “A cloud risk analysis is a step-by-step process for deriving your cloud design and 
determining the essential management recommendations that will minimising privacy, security and 
operational risks to acceptable levels”.   

A CRA should be part of your overall risk management and planning processes, assisting you to: 

• determine the essential cloud business requirements;
• describes how personal and confidential information flows in a project;
• analyse the possible impacts on individuals’ privacy;
• identify and recommend options for minimising or mitigating the negative impacts

associated with privacy, security and operational matters;
• achieve the project’s goals by enhancing positive, while minimising negative impacts.
• build privacy and security considerations into the design of a project, and;
• meet community expectations on the protection of personal, sensitive and confidential

information held in the cloud.
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WHO should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis? 
A Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA) is highly recommended process that businesses should follow whenever 
they are using the cloud for handling confidential or personal information. Even if you decide not to 
undertake a CRA for a given project, it is advisable to do an initial threshold assessment and record 
the reasons why you chose not to proceed.  

Through a step-by-step process, this eBook will ensure that you can identify privacy, security and 
operational risks and minimise the impact of those risks. By providing a complete picture of the 
project’s impacts will empower your business for ensuring legal compliance while meeting 
community expectations, especially in the way you handle an individual’s personal (and often 
sensitive) information. 

This WHO section will first determine if a CRA is appropriate for your particular project and then 
briefly explain about the available cloud types and service suppliers, as follows: 

1.2) WHO needs to do a CRA? 

1.3) WHO should I use? 

 The types of cloud services available
 Configuration of cloud services
 If I wish to use more than one cloud supplier?
 If I need to change the cloud supplier?
 Finding a cloud supplier
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1.1 WHO needs to do a CRA? 

Any business looking to adopt, or extend their IT services into the cloud, should undertake a CRA. It 
will identify the key aspects associated with cloud service uptake and provide a mechanism for 
minimising critical risks. A CRA applies to businesses of all sizes. Any business that handles personal 
information, or is concerned about the confidentiality of their Intellectual Property, needs to be sure 
that information kept in the cloud is safe. There are also business risks associated with cloud take-up 
that need investigating, for example, will the cloud provide a more reliable service, will it be cost 
effective, can I easily change suppliers, will they securely back-up my data?   

The starting point is to undertake a Threshold Assessment that will help you determine if the CRA is 
appropriate for your project.  

Click this button to open the ‘Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist’: 

(Note that: a PDF document will open in a new window, allowing you to return back to this eBook at any time. 
The checklist can be ticked-off electronically and saved OR if you prefer you can print a hard copy to mark-up). 

Note that: if you are not sure exactly what to enter in the Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist 
then wait until you have read and understood the WHAT section of this eBook. This includes a 
detailed example Case Study, in the section: WHAT good example can you show me? 

The risks of not undertaking a CRA include: 
• Only realising late in a new project development that the cloud solution is not viable
• Unnecessary exposure to data breaches costing, time, money and loss of reputation
• Not taking the advantage of multiple cloud services to effectively managing your risks
• Not meeting your targets in terms of lowering upfront ICT infrastructure or operational costs
• Additional development and ongoing maintenance costs associated with late design changes
• Loss of business and reputation from project cancellation after implementation
• Developing solutions that are not legally compliant resulting in high costs and bad publicity
• Unable to change services due to unnecessary cloud provider lock-in
• Inadequate annual privacy and security audits due to lack of thorough risk assessment
• Developing solutions that do not adequately meet stakeholder or community expectations
• Unnecessary repeated effort when reassessing later on, due to lack of good documentation
• Ability to demonstrate professional, best working practice has been followed in cloud design
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1.2 WHO should I use? 

In order to appreciate which cloud supplier you should use, it is necessary to know about the 
different types of cloud service that are currently available. This section describes the types of cloud 
services, how they are configured, the use of more than one supplier, concerns over changing 
suppliers and how to find a suitable supplier. If you are familiar with these aspects, then continue to 
the next section on WHAT do I need to know?  

The types of cloud services available 

Cloud services are available in a variety of packages. These range from provision of remote IT 
equipment for processing and storage, provision of platforms pre-loaded with your choice of 
operating system to full application support for typical office functions.  

The three main types of cloud service include: 

Code Type Function Example Services 
IaaS Infrastructure 

as a Service 
The basic building blocks on which to load and execute 
your own operating system, security software, applications 
etc. You remotely access and control your own IT 
resources. The cloud service provides the basic hardware 
and connectivity. 

Virtual Computing, 
Data Storage 
Networking  
Firewalls 

PaaS Platform as a 
Service 

Remote hardware is supplied as with IaaS, yet the cloud 
service also provides and maintains the operating system 
and other key services.  You remotely load and manage 
your own applications. 

Virtual Servers, 
e.g. Microsoft,
Linux, Security and
Networking
Software

SaaS Software as a 
Service 

The cloud service provider supplies and maintains a range 
of application software. You can remotely execute specific 
applications that meet your business requirements. The 
cloud service supports and maintains the underlying 
platform on which these applications run. 

MS Office 365, 
eMail servers, 
Google Apps 
Salesforce 
MYOB 

Configuration of cloud services 

Cloud services allow for a variety of configurations to suit different business needs. Clouds can be 
public, private or even hybrid combinations. This provides for different degrees of security 
assurances and levels of user management with different pricing structures accordingly.  

The terminology and definitions used by different cloud service providers are not necessarily 
consistent. The following is a general guide on the meaning of these terms. You will need to 
determine what exactly each cloud provider is offering and how well that fits with your business 
requirements. This is covered in the later section: HOW do I select my provider? 

Public Cloud is a service that allows you to pay-as-you-go since the cloud infrastructure will 
be shared with other clients (think of the public telephone network). Multiple clients use the 
same hardware resources separated through software.  

Private Cloud is a service that has hardware dedicated to an organisation. The client pays 
periodically for the resources they need, as specified in their contract. Their resources are 
physically separated from other clients, for example, you are given dedicated control and 
access to two or more blade servers. 
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Hybrid Cloud is a service that provides some combination of the above. In some instances, 
this can refer to a mix of Private and Public cloud. Others refer to the mix where you extend 
your own in-house IT system with a cloud service.  

Community Cloud is a service aimed at specific community with shared interests in 
computing needs. Several organisations may join a community cloud where they need 
reassurances that their required levels of security, privacy, policy and compliance are being 
met. Often they have similar application needs, for example CRM systems, big data stores. 

If I wish to use more than one cloud supplier? 

There can be good business reasons to make use of more than one cloud supplier. Many 
organisations already make use of more than one cloud service to suits their differing business 
needs. You may be looking for less dependence on a single supplier or know that some suppliers 
offer specific services that are superior to others. Also, the physical server location may be important 
for both performance and compliance reasons. A single supplier may not be able to accommodate 
all your needs. Some points to consider that are covered in this eBook include:  

If I need to change the cloud supplier? 

Changing cloud service provider may not be your choice. They offer a relatively new business model 
that subsequently comes with new risks. It is not unusual for providers to go out of business or to 
have to merge to stay afloat. When this happens you may, at best, only get a couple of weeks’ notice 
to download and move all your data. You may simply decide to change to a better service for 
reasons of dependability or costs. Some points to consider that are covered in this eBook include:  

 

Key points about using multiple cloud suppliers 

• Will duplication of data increase the risk of breaches?
• Will duplication of services significantly increase your costs?
• Will the extra redundancy improve your business continuity in the event of failure?
• Can you make effective use of an additional supplier to meet your back-up requirements?
• Will an extra supplier facilitate your disaster recovery plans?
• Will use of more than one service reduce the risk of lock-in to a particular cloud supplier?
• Are there performance issues with the server locations with a given supplier?
• Can you access the cloud from all the international locations you need to?
• Is a supplier offering a specific service that only meets part of your business requirements?
• Are their compatibility issues with suppliers that limit data transfers?
• Do you have compliance issues that require specific server locations, e.g. health data?

Key points about changing cloud suppliers 

• Will you be locked-in to a particular supplier (e.g. they are providing Software as a Service and
have specific data formats not compatible with other cloud service suppliers)?

• Will you have large data sets (even high speed links can take days to transfer Terabyte files)?
• Do they provide an import or export service to allow physical transfer of data (e.g. via portable

disks when the contract starts or ends)?
• Do they allow transfer directly to other providers?
• Will your data be adequately protected when transferred?
• Do they actually delete (erase) your data when you have finished with it?
• Do they simply use ‘data anonymization’ practices that don’t effectively de-identify data?
• How long will it take you to reconfigure and test your service with a new provider?
• Are there reasonable exit clauses in the contract?
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Finding a cloud supplier 

All reputable cloud providers will publicise their services on the web. Many pay to advertise at the 
top spots on search engines, but this does not ensure good reputation or quality of service.  

As with any major product purchase, research into quality reviews and personal recommendations 
by independent professionals is essential to avoid problems later on. Not all services offer every type 
and configuration option, as outlined above. Many focus on a particular service, whereas the larger 
suppliers tend to offer a more comprehensive range. Large companies, like Amazon, offer cloud 
services since it is effectively a by-product of the infrastructure they already support for their 
product sales. This approach can be limiting when compared with a dedicated IT company which is 
reliant on cloud service products.  

Large international organisation may offer lower costs through economy of scale and have large 
communities of users. For your project, these advantages may or may not outweigh a more 
personalised and flexible service that smaller dedicated suppliers can offer. Also, the size of the 
organisation will not necessarily be the best determinant of security risks. Although larger 
organisations may typically have more robust security, they may also suffer from more cyber-
attacks. As detailed in this eBook, risks are a product of both consequence and the probability of an 
adverse event occurring (for more on this see WHAT are Risks?).  

The actual provider section is best determined once you have established your requirements and 
finalised your cloud design. This is covered in the section HOW do I select my provider?  

Click here to continue to: WHAT do I need to know? 
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WHAT do I need to know? 
The WHAT section will tell you what the steps are involved and what information you will need to 
before generating your CRA. It includes checklists and diagrams to identify all the essential issues 
together with a Case Study example of a CRA report.  

Follow this section through in sequence to ensure you have everything you need. 

This section addresses the following questions: 

2.1) WHAT are the Steps involved? 

2.2) WHAT about the Scope? 

2.3) WHAT information do I need? 

2.4) WHAT goes in the Cloud? 

2.5) WHAT are Risks? 

2.6) WHAT good example can you show me? 

Click here to continue to: WHAT are the Steps involved? 
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2.1 WHAT are the Steps involved? 

A Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA) aims to evaluate either a new, or an existing project, to minimise the 
risks when adopting Cloud services.  

The CRA process follows five key stages in the following sequence: 

1. THRESHOLD ASSESSMENT
2. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
3. RISK ANALYSIS
4. COMPLIANCE CHECK
5. PROVIDER SELECTION

The purpose is to; 

i) determine if a CRA is necessary;
ii) detail what the project’s business needs are;
iii) identify the risks and minimise these to acceptable levels;
iv) check legal compliance with the Privacy law, and;
v) prioritise which of the Cloud Service Providers to engage.

The first stage, associated with Threshold Assessment, has been completed in the previous WHO 
section of this eBook. Hence, at this point, you will be aware that a CRA is necessary and appreciate 
the benefits of doing one. The next stages are more involved, requiring greater detail and 
evaluation. To simplify this, the CRA has been broken down into 12 discreet steps. 

A diagram has been included below that will help you visualise these steps and identify the supplied 
checklists, spreadsheets, etc., that are used throughout the CRA leading up to the final report. It is 
recommended to have a copy of these Steps, either printed or open in another window, as you 
complete your CRA and progress through this eBook.  

Note: Click anywhere on the following diagram to open a PDF copy you can print and save. 

Steps for the CRA Checklist 

A checklist is supplied as a PDF attachment which allows you to keep track on what can, in practice, 
become a fairly involved process. These steps will need to be done in sequence, for example, the 
information gathered in the Requirements Analysis stage will be used to determine the risks in the 
Risk Analysis stage. Like any software development, this waterfall approach of flowing from one stage 
to the next is idealistic. Hence, in practice you will often need to go back and revise your ideas and 
designs as new information comes to hand. Therefore, the checklist provided permits you to take a 
more iterative approach allowing you to tick off the steps in stages, that is:  

i) when you know what is required for that step and have the necessary information to hand;

ii) when you commence working on that step, e.g. filling in the provided spreadsheet, and;

iii) when you finally complete that step to everyone’s satisfaction.

Click the button to open the: ‘Steps for the CRA Checklist’: 

(Note that: a PDF document will open in a new window and allows you to print and save a copy). 
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2.2 WHAT about the Scope? 

The scope and magnitude of a CRA does not simply depend on the size of the project or its budget. 
While these may be important factors, the key privacy and security attributes, the stage of project 
development and its overall complexity are crucial in determining the overall scope of a CRA.  

CRA report lengths 

The steps for a CRA assume you will be writing a report. If you have to present your findings to 
others, for acceptance and feedback, then a report is recommended. Even if you are doing a CRA just 
for your own benefit, there is value in documenting your findings and decisions. This will not only 
help with your reasoning but will be beneficial if you later change your design or choose to use a 
different cloud service provider.  

The length of a CRA report will depend on several factors. These include: 

i) the type of personal information you manage;
ii) how sensitive that information is;
iii) the confidentiality of company secrets;
iv) how complex the project is;
v) how many risks you identify together with the severity of those risks, and;
vi) how well your security and trust mechanism are developed.

A table showing typical lengths for CRAs 

Length Type Content 
1-3 Pages Threshold 

Assessment 
A brief summary only that covers the main issues referred to in the 
Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist.    

3-15 pages Brief CRA A complete CRA that covers all the key points, typical for when your 
business project has only very basic needs for collecting personal 
information OR is an incremental project of limited scope. 

15-30 pages Concise CRA A complete CRA that covers all the key points for a less complex 
projects that collects only necessary personal information but few of 
the key privacy attributes such as sensitive information. 

30-75 pages Comprehensive 
CRA 

A complete CRA that covers all the key points for a typical business 
projects requiring more detail than a Concise report, e.g. when 
sensitive information is collected such as a Healthcare provider.  

75-150 pages Detailed CRA A complete CRA that details all the key points for a business project 
that has special needs in terms of sensitive information and/or 
special storage requirements (including off-shore) or special reporting 
requirements that may not be obvious to your clients or customers. 

More than 
150 pages 
(excluding 
appendices) 

Very detailed CRA It is unlikely that a CRA would ever need to be longer than 150 pages. 
It defeats the objective if the document is too large to 
comprehensively follow. Consider where information can be 
summarised or where fine details can be linked to other documents 
and moved to an appendix. 

The Stages of Project Development? 

The stage of development of a project will determine the amount of detailed information that will 
be available. You may decide to commence with a Preliminary study, requiring only a ‘Brief CRA’ 
report, then later on produce a more ‘Comprehensive CRA’ once the project has matured.  
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Refer to the following table for examples of what the CRA will contain, based on the stage of 
development of your project. 

STAGE DESCRIPTION CRA ATTRIBUTES 
Conceptual The project is at an early stage of 

development. Only the aims of the 
project together with the high-level 
conceptual details have been 
established. In project management this 
would refer to the ‘Defining’ stage. 

• The degree of mapping of information flows is minimal.
• There are fewer questions that require answers.
• The identified CRA risks can be readily mitigated.
• Only a Brief CRA is required (3-15 pages).

Developing The project has been specified and is 
being developed, major changes are still 
possible to accommodate. In project 
management this would refer to the 
‘Planning’ and early ‘Execution’ stages. 

• Only crucial, high-level mapping of information flows.
• All the key questions can be satisfactorily answered.
• Recommendations that minimise cloud risks to

acceptable levels are established.
• A Concise CRA is appropriate (15-30 pages).

Advanced Projects are at a relatively advanced 
stage of development. The majority of 
the details are known and the mitigation 
of any risks can be verified. In project 
management this would refer to post 
‘Planning’ and later ‘Execution’ stages. 

• Detailed mapping of information flows.
• All the key questions satisfactorily answered.
• Detailed risk analysis and recommendations to minimise

cloud risks to acceptable levels.
• A Comprehensive CRA is appropriate (30-75 pages) OR

with many HIGH level risks: Detailed CRA (75-150 pgs).
Established The project has been completed and 

implemented. Any minor updates or 
revisions made to improve the project 
will now be regarded as ‘Incremental’. 
In project management this would refer 
to the ‘Closing’ stage. 

• Detailed mapping of all information flows. 
• All the questions satisfactorily answered.
• Comprehensive risk analysis and recommendations to

minimise cloud risks to acceptable levels.
• A Comprehensive CRA is appropriate (30-75 pages) OR

with many HIGH level risks: a Detailed CRA (75-150 pgs)
Incremental Only makes minor incremental changes 

to an established project that already 
has a comprehensive CRA. In project 
management an incremental change 
would not necessarily be regarded as a 
project. 

• Mapping of additional relevant information flows or
modifications to existing flows.

• All the key questions satisfactorily answered.
• Risk analysis plus management recommendations for

newly identified High, Medium & Low risks.
• A Brief CRA is appropriate (3-15 pages) OR with many

new HIGH level risks a Concise CRA (15-30 pages)

Key issues in deciding the Scope 

Use the following example list as a broad indication of the size and detail required in your CRA 
report. The more issues that apply, then the longer the required report may need to be.  

Key privacy and security issues to consider in deciding the overall CRA scope: 

• The quantity of personal information being handled
• The sensitivity of this information, e.g. personal health records.
• When company secrets are included, e.g. Intellectual Property.
• Information will be shared with others such as other businesses or government agencies.
• You plan to outsource some of the collection or handling of personal information.
• There will be aggregation of databases or data matching across databases.
• Entirely new collections of information are planned or new reasons for collection or disclosure.
• New technology is required for handling or storing e.g. mobile interfaces.
• When there is likely to be any community or media interest in the privacy aspects of the project.
• Information will be processed or stored off-shore, i.e. the cloud servers are located overseas).
• When the cloud provider has access to your data or controls the encryption keys.
• When you need redundancy for business continuity or specific disaster recovery plans.
• When you need your data isolated form other clients using the cloud.
• If you have very large data sets for initial upload or download at termination of a contract.
• If you need an audit and notification of any data breaches. © Peter Croll 2016
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Setting the scope limits? 

Having estimated the overall size of the CRA report, the next step is to detail what is considered in 
and out of scope for your project. This is best achieved through consultation (i.e. through interviews) 
with the key stakeholders who know what the project will involve. The first pass of this list will help 
set the boundaries of the project (for example, will you be including all customer information, even 
with the finance and marketing people, and will this project exclude staff salaries, etc.?)  

Identify three separate categories to help define the boundaries of your CRA: 

i. In-Scope – these topics will need to considered when undertaking the CRA;
ii. Out-of-Scope – these topics will not be included in this CRA (i.e. they are not applicable

  and/or they covered by another project); 

iii. Flagged-for-Consideration – undecided for inclusion but flagged as having a potential
   cloud risk impact. 

As an example, the Scope-Limits list below is taken from the Case Study, available in the section: 
WHAT good example can you show me?  
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2.3 WHAT information do I need? 

Cloud Information Needed 

To do a CRA, the essential information you need to know is the types of information the project will 
handle and the levels of protection that information needs. In addition, you need to have an idea on 
the processing and storage requirements for this information, in terms of CPU usage and data size.  

Depending on the scope of the project, information gathering may become a fairly involved process, 
which may need to be achieved progressively. The initial step is to gather together as much relevant 
information as possible from existing sources. These may include any forms used to collect personal 
information, what is known from existing business documentation and what can be gathered from 
initial discussion with key stakeholders.  

To assist in this information gathering the following checklist has been supplied: 

Click the button for: ‘Cloud Information Needed Checklist’ 

Cloud Business Requirements 

From the information you have identified and gathered, from the Scope-Lists and Cloud Information 
Needed Checklist you will be able to determine the initial cloud business requirements.  

A further checklist has been provided to assist with the cloud business requirement analysis. Note 
that, this checklist will need to be refined and updated as your progress with the CRA. For example, 
having mapped the information in the next step: WHAT goes in the cloud? then, following 
discussions with you stakeholders, it may be appropriate to update these requirements. This 
updating may need to continue until you have reached a final design.  

Click the button for: ‘Cloud Business Requirements Checklist’ 

Note that, the Case Study provided in this eBook gives an example of the Cloud Business Requirements 
Checklist at both its initial stage, where many boxes were ticked as UNSURE and the final ‘Updated’ stage 
when the design has been finalised and checked for compliance, see: WHAT good example can you show me? 
It is recommended to save progressive versions using appropriate filenames (e.g. version number, date). 

Key information for undertaking a CRA: 

• Types of personal information collected and managed
• The sensitivity of personal or confidential information.
• The location of data and methods of access
• Who within your business and outside has access to what data?
• Company policies and procedures, e.g. Privacy Policy, IT policies
• Compliance issues (e.g. if you hold health data that can’t legally be stored offshore)
• Current IT infrastructure and typical operational costs
• Typical performance demands – over the day, month or year
• Response times and System Availability requirements
• Backup, Redundancy and Disaster Recovery requirements
• Audit and Data breach notifications expectations
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More than one product or division? 

A CRA should ideally be associated with a business project. For example, a suitable project for a CRA 
could be the new development of a cloud based customer database with online access. If you 
choose to adopt a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application to service your customer 
database, this will likely be a service available across more than one division of your business. There 
are times when doing separate CRAs may make more sense. The following gives some examples: 

When developing new cloud projects, then it is advisable to undertake a CRA for each project as they 
are developed. Future projects may only require incremental changes to an existing CRA. The stages 
of project development, to include incremental changes, was covered in: WHAT about the Scope? 

Click here to continue to: WHAT goes in the cloud? 

Examples about more than one product or division: 

Your business may offer a range of products and services. For example, you may provide online 
product sales, shop sales and a consultancy service. Yet, a CRA does not need not be focussed on 
particular products or services when personal information is collect and manage in a consistent 
manner. That is, these products and services may make use of the same customer databases that 
are stored and accessed by the same methods.  

Separate CRAs would make more sense if your business has two or more distinct lines of business 
that attract different sets of customers who are handled by different business methods. This is 
particularly true if the way you collect personal information, the way you handle it and store it 
(possibly overseas) are very different. This also applies to different division in a company when the 
handling and management of personal and confidential information may be achieved in a consistent 
manner, or in very different ways. 
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2.4 WHAT goes in the cloud? 

The initial analysis of what will go in the cloud is determined when you do the Scope-Lists,  
Cloud Information Needed Checklists and Cloud Business Requirements Checklists, described 
above. The next step is to map the information flows. This will further refine the design and provide 
diagrams to show your stakeholders who can provide valuable feedback at this critical stage before 
the final design has been progressed too far.  

The information flows will confirm the data movements and locations, which is essential for 
determining the privacy and security impacts of your project. This sections explains how to generate 
one or more diagrams, to illustrate the crucial information flows, associated with your cloud design. 

Information Flow Diagrams 

Generating diagrams that show the information flows can greatly assist in your analysis, since: 

1) diagrams make it much easier to conceptualise the type of information and where it is used;
2) stakeholder, who may not have a technical background, can more readily follow diagrams;
3) diagrams help when identifying the complete picture, e.g. any redundancy, duplication,

interfaces, etc., and;
4) diagrams help identify possible privacy and security impact risks associated with the location

of information, e.g. how backups are accessed and stored.

The easiest way to generate a flow diagram is to start at the point where new information is created 
and sketch where that information then flows to. For example, if you wish to track where personal 
information flows you might start with the customer and then add an arrowed line pointing to the 
data entry point and then to the customer database. Next show how staff and others access that 
database and then where the backup is located. The level of detail in your diagrams (or tables) is 
optional to suit your own situation and the technical knowhow of your stakeholders. Regardless, it 
should be clear and easy to follow. 

The following diagrams from the Case Study in WHAT good example can you show me? illustrates a 
high-level view of an existing system and then show the revised view when part of the systems has 
been incorporated into the cloud. With hybrid systems, as illustrated in this second example, it is 
important to show the separation between the cloud and the in-house IT systems. 

High-level information flow diagram example of an existing system 
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Information flow diagram example of a hybrid cloud solution 

Click here to continue to: WHAT are Risks? 
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2.5 WHAT are Risks? 

To determine risks, it is important to understand exactly what Risks are? If you are familiar with the 
concepts of risk and know how to determine the values for ‘Likelihood’ and ‘Impact’, then skip to 
the next section on: WHAT good example can you show me? 

Understanding risks 

Risks are not just about hazards or undesirable events such as a data breach or a legal liability. Risk 
must take into account the probabilities of undesirable events occurring and the consequences if 
they do. The probability and consequence are referred to as Likelihood and Impact respectively.  

As an example, if you store personal information about your customers in the cloud, with little 
security, then the risk of privacy breach could be regarded as HIGH.  

To see how this is determined then: 

i. first consider the Likelihood of a breach occurring. Data breaches with cloud services are
frequently publicised. They are on the increase since criminal adversaries benefit from
stealing secrets and undertaking fraudulent activities. It would not, therefore, be
unreasonable to predict that, at some point, it is ‘Possible’ for such a data breach to happen,
especially if you had poor security protections;

ii. now consider the Impact. This can be described in terms of records breached. If you held
10,000 records containing personal information, the Impact of a data breach, that
inappropriately disclosed all this information, could be ‘Catastrophic’ for your business.

The risk can be determined by using a risk matrix that map the different descriptors of Likelihood 
and Impact to a particular Risk-Level.  

The Risk-Level Matrix 

The following matrix shows why the risk would be HIGH in the above example, since the estimate for 
Likelihood = ‘Possible’ and the estimate for Impact = ‘Catastrophic’.  

 LIKELIHOOD 
IMPACT 

Rare Unlikely Possible Likely Almost 
Certain 

Catastrophic LOW MEDIUM HIGH HIGH HIGH 
Major LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH HIGH 
Moderate LOW LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH 
Minor NEGLIGIBLE LOW LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Insignificant NEGLIGIBLE NEGLIGIBLE LOW LOW LOW 

Reducing the Impact 

The Risk-Level can be reduced by reducing the Impact. Consider the same above example, but now 
the records containing personal information are encrypted. The Impact on the business for being 
breached might now be considered ‘Moderate’ since the encrypted information is not easily 
readable or useful for the adversary. The Likelihood of a breach occurring would remain the same at 
‘Possible’, yet the resultant Risk-Level is now MEDIUM. This shows that is there is a higher risk of 
having an undesirable outcome when the exposed records have not been encrypted. Note that, the 
reduction of Likelihood may also reduce the resultant Risk-Levels.  © Peter Croll 2016
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In general, the business risk is greater the more records you have exposed to a breach, the easier it 
is for an adversary to read and exploit them, and the greater the predicted frequency of breaches 
occurring. Hence, simply putting information in the cloud does not increase your risks, unless doing 
so increases one or more of these factors.  

Determining Risk-Levels 

The following section shows how the appropriate values of Likelihood and Impact can be derived. 

Risk is derived from two factors: 

1) What the Likelihood is of an undesirable event occurring, and;

2) What the Impact will be from such an occurrence.

The following table shows how to determine the Likelihood of an event in a one-year period*. 

DESCRIPTION LIKELIHOOD EXAMPLE ODDS 
Rare highly unlikely to happen 1 occurrence in 1000 years 

Unlikely Could happen but not 
expected to  

1 occurrence in 100 years 

Possible could happen 1 occurrence in 10 years 

Likely expected to happen 1 occurrence in 1 year 

Almost Certain will happen > 1 occurrence each year

*(Not that, one year is recommended as the maximum period to coincide with your privacy reviews). 

The following table shows how you might determine the Impact if the undesirable event occurred. 

DESCRIPTION IMPACT EXAMPLE COSTS  
(for SMEs) 

EXAMPLE  
Records Breached 

EXAMPLE System 
Interruptions 

Insignificant negligible harm to the business less than $1,000 0 < 1 hour 

Minor some harm to the business up to $5,000 1-24 1-3 hours

Moderate harm the business up to $50,000 25-499! 4-23 hours

Major serious harm to the business up to $1 million 500-9,999! 24-95 hours

Catastrophic ruin the business up to $10 million 
or more 

10,000+! 5 days or more 

!For more sensitive data these breach numbers could be significantly lower (i.e. use as a guide only)

It is important to note these are specific examples and should not be regarded as absolute values. 
For example, the Impact shown above give examples of what might be the outcome for a Small to 
Medium size business. A large business may be able to absorb much higher costs without serious 
harm (excluding the impact of bad publicity).  
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Acting on Risk-Levels 

The Likelihood and Impact tables are guidelines that may need tailoring to suit your particular 
business. The important thing is the resultant risks levels (i.e. Negligible, Low, Medium and High) are 
there to give you an indication of priority. They tell you when you need to act, to minimise adverse 
outcomes. 

The following table shows the appropriate ‘required action’ to take based on the Risk-Level. 

RISK-LEVEL REQUIRED ACTION 
HIGH RISK ACT NOW — Immediate treatment required, i.e. should be address as 

soon as practicable. 
MEDIUM RISK ACT SOON — Treatment required as medium priority, i.e. should be 

addressed within the next few months. 
LOW RISK ACT — Manage by specific monitoring or response procedures, i.e. 

policies and procedures should be in place within a year. 
NEGLIGIBLE RISK ACCEPTABLE — Manage and monitor by routine internal procedures, 

i.e. no special action is required while it remains at this level.

Working out your own suitable values for Likelihood and Impact 

It might be necessary to reverse-engineer the Likelihood and Impact descriptors from the resultant 
Risk-Levels. That is, consider a HIGH risk scenario that would require you to ACT NOW, for example, 
a major outage of your cloud system. Assuming the Likelihood of this happening is estimated as 
being a ‘Possible’ and, if the systems was down for more than 2 hours, the Impact to your business 
was considered as ‘Major’, since it is estimated that this could result in up to $25,000 in lost 
revenue. Then you would need to set your values for a major Impact at $25,000 and not as high as 
the range as shown in the above table (i.e. $50,000 - $1 million).  

You can also define your own interpretations of Impact, e.g. loss of income, negative media interest, 
systems down time, costs to re-establish, etc. to suit your particular business. This ensure you get a 
good realistic balance of different Risk-Levels ranging from ‘Negligible’ to ‘High’ in your analysis.  

An example where there is a distribution of Risk-Levels is shown in the Case Study, in the following 
section: WHAT good example can you show me? 
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2.6 WHAT good example can you show me? 

A Case-Study Example is provided to give you an idea on the steps and processes for completing a 
CRA. Use this to get a fuller understanding of each step leading up to your final CRA report.  

Please read this Case-Study example to get a better understanding of how to complete the checklists 
and spreadsheets. It is not advisable to modify this document directly to produce your report. The 
HOW sections that follow will explain the step-by-step procedures for analysing the risks and 
compiling your CRA report. 

Click the button for the: ‘Example CRA Case Study’ 

Click here to continue to:  HOW do I go about this? 

What is in the Case Study? 

The case study involves a medium size company that makes extensive use of IT support for their 
security alarm systems installed in various properties. It contains copies of all the completed 
checklists used in this eBook plus extracts from the Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet. All the 
information flow diagrams, and Scope-Lists are included.  

Reading the Case Study will give you a good idea on the wording to include in each checklist and an 
understanding of how they relate to each other. The Case Study is not a sample final report but an 
example of how each of the steps leading to the CRA report and the follow up were undertaken. It 
provides an indication of how a CRA should progress and includes the reasoning applied for the key 
decisions that needed to be made.  
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HOW do I go about this? 
The HOW section in this eBook will tell you how to go about analysing and checking your CRA. This 
should be commenced after you have understood and checked-off steps 1-4 in Steps for the CRA 
Checklist that relate to the previous WHO and WHAT sections. 

The HOW section consists of checklists and spreadsheets that identify all the essential issues. 
Follow this through in sequence to determine if you have completed everything correctly. 

This section addresses the following questions: 

3.1) HOW do I determine and analyse the Risks? 

3.2) HOW do I formulate the recommendations? 

3.3) HOW should I finalise my design? 

3.4) HOW do I check for legal compliance?  

3.5) HOW do I select my provider? 

3.6) HOW do I prepare my CRA report? 

3.7) HOW should I present my CRA?  

3.8) HOW do I follow up after the CRA? 

Click here to continue to: HOW do I determine and analyse the Risks? 
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3.1 HOW do I determine and analyse the Risks? 

At this stage you should have an understanding of what risks are. This was covered in the previous 
section: WHAT are Risks?  

In this section, you will determine which risks are applicable to your project. These risk are entered 
into the supplied Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet. This include a list of typical cloud risks which you 
can selected form a drop-down list available when you select the [RISK] cell (alternatively, you can 
view the list by clicking on the “TYPICAL RISK LIST” tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet).  

Click the button to open the: ‘Cloud Risks Analysis Spreadsheet’ 

Use the supplied typical cloud risks as a starting point. You can add your own as applicable to your 
project. The best way to achieve this is through first some literature research then through a process 
of consultation with the various stakeholders, as follows: 

1) consider all the ways that could prevent you from being able to meet your cloud business
requirements. That is, use brainstorming techniques to determine all the areas of potential
weakness that could produce a negative outcome for your cloud project. For example, the
typical risk of: “Data breaches not reported by cloud service provider”. If this risk applies to
your project, include it and then calculate the Risk-Levels (as explained in the next section).

2) expand on the ‘Typical Risks List’ through literature and web searching of current IT risks.
Organisations like the ‘SANS Institute’ (www.sans.org) provide risk updates drawn from
extensive security experience and the most recent know vulnerabilities for IT systems.

3) Discuss the information collected so far with your stakeholders (note this will include the
‘Cloud Information Needed’, ‘Cloud Business Requirements’, the ‘Scope Lists’ and the
‘Information Flows’). Determine from the stakeholders any additional risks (note it is
important not to dismiss anything at this stage just because you, or others, think it’s unlikely
to happen).

4) Enter all these risks into the risk cells of the Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet. The sheet
allows for up to 99 risks. It is highly unlikely you will have as many as this (to be effective,
anything exceeding this number should realistically be broken down into smaller sub-
projects). Typically, 20-40 risks are identified for most cloud projects.

Note that risk determination is an iterative process and you may need to return to include more risks 
as the CRA progresses. For example, when you complete the Cloud APP Compliance Checklist, more 
risks might be identified that were not apparent in the first pass.  
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Analyse the Risks 

Having determined and entered the risks into the supplied Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet, the 
next step is to analyse these risks to calculate the corresponding Risk-Levels, as follows: 

1) For each Risk, estimate the ‘Likelihood’ of it occurring over a specified period. It is
recommended to choose a period that coincides with your annual privacy and security
audits, e.g. over one year. Note that, the various descriptions for Likelihood (i.e. Rare,
Unlikely, Possible, Likely, Almost Certain) should be selected as from a drop-down menu
options on the risk spreadsheet.

2) Now, estimate the Impact if the identified risk was to take place. Note that, the various
descriptions for Impact (i.e. Insignificant, Minor, Moderate, Major, Catastrophic) should
be selected from the drop-down menu options on the risk spreadsheet.

You will note that once the Likelihood and Impact have been selected from the drop-
down menus on the spreadsheet, the resultant Risk-Level is calculated automatically.
These levels are based on the ‘Risk Matrix’ which is explained in the spreadsheet under
the “RISK MAPPING” tab. Also note that, often with new projects, risks do not have a
history of Likelihood or Impact from which to draw on. Here, you will have to provide a
best estimate of these values. Methods for achieving this are described in the section:
WHAT are Risks?

3) Next, where applicable, select the drop-down options for the [APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN
PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:] cells. Repeat if necessary for the four most pertinent APPs. (Note
that the Australian Privacy Principles have been included in full within the spreadsheet
under the “APPs” tab).

Click here to continue to: HOW do I formulate the recommendations? 
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3.2 HOW do I formulate the recommendations? 

Now that the Risk-Levels have been determined, the next step is to complete the Cloud Risk Analysis 
Spreadsheet by entering text into the [MITIGATION STRATEGY], the [RATIONALE] and the 
[RECOMMENDATION] cells.  

Include your Mitigation Strategy 

The Mitigation Strategy states what essentially need to happen to prevent or minimise the risk. Risk 
Mitigation strategies can be varied and include: 

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION/EXAMPLES RELEVANCE TO CLOUD RISK 
Retain/ 
Accept 

The risk can be retained, if it is considered 
to be acceptable, after preventative 
measures such as new controls, designs or 
procedures are adopted.  

Appropriate when you can be confident 
that the Risk-Level is manageable (e.g. 
‘Negligible’ or ‘Low’) and As-Low-As-
Reasonably-Practicable (ALARP principle) 

Reduce the 
Likelihood 

By introducing audit and compliance 
programs, monitoring, preventative 
maintenance, new policies/procedures, 
staff training, quality assurance, etc. 

Appropriate when you can be confidence 
that the new measure introduced will 
result in lower Risk-Levels that are 
acceptable and manageable.  

Reduce the 
Impact 

Through disaster recovery, business 
continuity plans, dependable back-up, 
data distribution/isolation, encryption, 
staff or automatic interventions, etc. 

Appropriate when you can be confidence 
that the new measure introduced will 
result in lower Risk-Levels that are 
acceptable and manageable.  

Transfer Using a third party to share or take on the 
risks through sub-contracting, insurance, 
outsourcing, joint ventures, etc. 

Only appropriate for some business risks, 
e.g. data breach costs, but not for privacy
impacts that cannot be contracted out, i.e.
the business remains legally liable and will
suffer from resultant adverse publicity.

Avoid To decide, where practicable, not to 
proceed with the activity likely to 
generate the risk. 

This strategy is only appropriate in 
specific cases, i.e. where any information 
‘considered at risk’, is not used, e.g. if you 
avoid collecting any personal information) 
Also, when the whole project is scrapped. 

Under the [MITIGATION STRATEGY] cell you need to enter the method used to ensure the risk is 
acceptable, reduced, avoided or transferred as appropriate.  

As an example, where the risk is “Sensitive information is not adequately protected”, due to the use 
of weak passwords by staff members. The mitigation strategy could simply be: “Reduce the 
Likelihood of the risk through the enforcement of stronger passwords”. The recommendation for 
management would be more specific, for example: “Implement password strength-enforcer software 
and develop a new staff policy on ‘Password Selection, Renewal and Sharing’, as soon as possible”.  

Include your Rationale 

In addition to the ‘Mitigation Strategy’ and ‘Recommendations’ for management, it is appropriate to 
include a justification, under the [RATIONALE] cell of your spreadsheet. This will explain your 
particular choices for ‘Likelihood’ and ‘Impact’.  

For the above weak password example, this might be “The Likelihood of the risk is considered to be 
‘Likely’ based on the frequency at which similar business sites are presently being hacked while the 
Impact is considered to be ‘Major’ to ‘Catastrophic’ depending on how many accounts are disclosed. © Peter Croll 2016
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Hence, the Risk-Level is determined as HIGH”. The purpose of stating the Rationale is that this 
provides a check on your reasoning and also allows for easier periodic adjustments (e.g. at annual 
audits) if the descriptors selected for Likelihood or Impact have subsequently changed.  

The recommendations 

As shown with the weak password example above, the ‘Recommendations’ differ from the 
‘Mitigation Strategy’ as they are aimed at the management or team responsible for implementing 
risk reduction.  

Ensure the wording of the recommendations are specific yet not too technical. Some of the 
stakeholders reading these may not have technical IT knowledge, e.g. the CEO or board members, 
yet they need to know what actions are required in terms of new software purchases, new policies, 
additional staff training, etc. Also, include where appropriate, the priority to act (e.g. as soon as 
possible, within the next month, before the next annual audit, etc.) which should reflect the Risk-
Levels and associated urgency to act, as explained in: WHAT are Risks?  

Why you should always try to include a recommendation 

It is important to add a recommendation even if the risk is found to be ‘Negligible’ since risks do 
change over time. For example, if a risk found to be negligible and had an initial recommendation to 
“take no action and monitor the risk at annual audits” this tells those responsible not to completely 
dismiss it. When the risk is next analysed, if it has increased to ‘Low’ due to more occurrences than 
previously estimated, it might be considered appropriate to increase the frequency of monitoring.   
Hence, the recommendation might be updated to: “install monitoring software for monthly audits”.  

More than one design option 

It is possible that you have more than one design option under consideration. These might result in 
different Risk-Levels from different descriptors for Likelihood and Impact.  

As an example, you may be considering two possible design options where: 

i) sensitive data is stored in the cloud;
ii) it is only stored within the existing in-house IT system.

Based on past experience, you may have determined that the Likelihood of a breach is lower (e.g. 
‘Unlikely) for the in-house option with a resultant Risk-Level of MEDIUM. If you do have more than 
one possible option, then include these in your rationale but always chose to display the option that 
carries the higher risk, e.g. the Rationale might now say:  

“The Likelihood is considered to be ‘Likely’ based on the frequency at which cloud servers are presently 
being hacked and the Impact is considered to be ‘Major’ to ‘Catastrophic’ depending on how many 
accounts are disclosed. Hence, the Risk-Level is determined as HIGH. If the option of keeping the 
sensitive information in-house is maintained, then the Likelihood is ‘Unlikely’ and the resultant Risk-
Level would be MEDIUM. Hence, a HIGH risk is displayed here.” 

The alternative is to create additional risks that apply to each option. They can be either within the 
same spreadsheet using different labels, or you can create additional spreadsheets for each design 
option. This will depend on how different the design options are and how many option you are 
investigating. If the integrated approach, as described above, works for your design, then this has 
the advantage of limit the complexities for stakeholders in understanding the risks and selecting the 
best options. 
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Summary of the Risk Analysis Steps 

i) Determine and enter the Risks
ii) Estimate the Likelihood and Impact
iii) Identify the Applicable APPs
iv) Enter your Mitigation Strategy, Rationale and Recommendations
v) Produce a Risk Summary

 

Detail of the 12 steps for completing the Cloud Risks Analysis Spreadsheet 

1. Risk have been number 1-99, change the label to suit your project if necessary
2. Click on the [RISK] cell and select one of the drop down options from the typical risks list

OR enter your own brief description of the identified risk
3. Click on the [LIKELIHOOD] cell and select one of the drop down options to suit

(e.g. ‘Rare’, ‘Unlikely’, ‘Possible’, ‘Likely’, ‘Almost Certain’)
4. Click on the [IMPACT] cell and select one of the drop down options to suit

(e.g. Insignificant, Minor, Moderate, Major, Catastrophic)
5. Click on the [APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES] cell and select one of the drop

down options, e.g. APP1, APP2, etc.
6. Repeat Step 5 if necessary to include up to four APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY

PRINCIPLES as appropriate
7. Enter the text to describe the MITIGATION STRATEGY for this risk

(note that row heights can be increased if required)
8. Enter the text to describe the RATIONALE for this risk

(note that row heights can be increased if required)
9. Enter the text to describe the management RECOMMENDATIONS for this risk

(Note that row heights can be increased if required)
10. Enter the next RISK until all risks are completed and save the worksheet
11. Select the RISKS you filled in (note there are up to 99 blanks supplied) and make a copy to

enter into your final report
12. Click on the “SUMMARY” tab at the bottom and select and copy the Summary Table for use

in the Executive Summary of your final report

When to notify? 

If several ‘High’ risks are identified that are difficult and costly to mitigate against, this could result 
in an overall recommendation not to proceed with the project. If the project is already underway 
immediate action might be required, in which case you need to decide if it is necessary to inform 
those responsible, to take preventative action before completing the report.  

Note that, where possible, it is best not to report on or take any action on risks while your CRA is 
underway, particularly with established projects. Doing so can often result in others making changes 
to the design or implementation that have impact on factors you may not account for. Experience 
shows that often others will take hasty actions to cover up a design flaw that has been brought to 
their attention. Also, with early notification, much of the CRA report may be dismissed as “that 
problem has been fixed” diminishing the imperative to act on the rest of the lower priority risks you 
identify.  
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3.3 HOW should I finalise my design? 

At this stage you may have more than one possible solution to your cloud project design. The risk 
analysis will assist you in determining the best options to adopt. Unless the risks are all low enough 
to be accepted, some changes will be inevitable, to satisfy the recommendations. Usually, this will 
include some design change in the software or hardware, e.g. the addition of monitoring software.  

Is the project viable? 

It is important to finalise a cloud design that is viable. Check that all the management 
recommendations in terms of risk reduction are considered to be achievable and reasonable. That is, 
are they technically possible, affordable within the budget for implementation costs and you have 
the staffing resources to achieve this within the project timeframe? The overall viability of the 
project will depend on the ongoing operational costs. These will need to be calculated based on the 
cloud service provider pricing structure, covered in section: HOW do I select my provider?. 

Selecting the design 

If, at this stage, you do have more than one cloud project option, you will need to determine the 
best design to adopt. Use the risk recommendations to determine the best options. The best design 
is one that provides a good balance between lowering risk to acceptable levels, and the time and 
costs to implement. Note that, a design that fits well with the features of a particular cloud service 
provider is not necessarily the best design.  

Why have a fixed project design? 

It is recommended that for each CRA project that you should determine and fix the design after 
analysing the risks. This allows you to update the information mapping and risk analysis before 
undertaking a legal compliance check. Also, it is best while deciding on which cloud service provider 
to use, to avoid considering more than one design option. This is to ensure that your selection, as 
far as possible, is design independent. This approach helps minimise any undesirable lock-in to a 
particular cloud service provider, as covered in section: HOW do I select my provider? 

In the Case Study (see: WHAT good example can you show me?) two viable options were 
considered. The first was to maintain a hybrid solution where the backup was managed by the 
business. The second, was to move as much as possible into the cloud and rely on the cloud service 
provider to undertake periodic backups. Each approach had its own risks and each would have 
resulted in different outcomes for the legal compliance checks. Since the second design could be 
accommodated at a later stage it was decided to minimise the initial risks by selecting the first 
option and applying this to the legal compliance checks and cloud provider selection.  

If you do decide that two or more designs are viable, and you wish to pursue this for the purpose of 
making comparisons, by treating each design as a separate project. They may have some 
commonalities with the business requirements but with different risks and compliance outcomes.  
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3.4 HOW do I check for legal compliance? 

Do you need to comply with the Privacy Act? 

Anyone in business who collects or handles information from, or about people, should first complete 
the following simple questionnaire. This will determine if the law requires your business to comply 
with the Privacy Act 1988 and that you are following the new 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) 
the Act contains.  

Even if you find out the law doesn't require you to comply with the Privacy Act, you may wish to 
both develop a Privacy Policy and check APP compliance for your project. This way you will be ready 
for the day when your business reaches that critical annual turnover size. Any business that 
generates a privacy policy and undertakes APP compliance check will demonstrate they act 
professionally and care about their customer's privacy concerns. Hence, regardless of the legal 
requirement, you will be giving the same reassurances larger established enterprises give to their 
customers. 

The Cloud APP Compliance Checklist 

Once you have completed the risk analysis and selected your design, it is important to check 
compliance with the Privacy Act. This involves checking how your project conforms against each of 
the 13 new Australian Privacy Principles contained within the Act. A copy of the checklist should be 
included in an appendix of your CRA report.  

About the Cloud APP Compliance Checklist 

A question-based checklist is supplied that allows you to document your response on how your 
project will comply against each aspect of each APP principle. An answer of ‘YES’ indicates it does 
comply, whereas ‘NEEDS IMPROVEMENT’ will indicate that you believe more is needed to be done 
on that particular aspect. In some cases, you may respond with ‘NOT APPLICABLE’ when this does 
not apply to your project – yet this last option will not be available when it is considered to be a 
compulsory requirement.  

If you find compliance problems with your project, you should avoid ticking ‘YES’ with the aim of 
fixing it straight away. Although it may be tempting to fix problems as you undertake the 
compliance analysis, it is advisable to just report them in the recommendations. A further 
compliance check can be carried out once the recommendations have all been acted on.  

Click the button to open the ‘Cloud APP Compliance Checklist’: 

Does your business need to comply with the Privacy Act? 

Please note: these questions need to be answered in sequence in order to give you the correct result. 

If you go out of sequence before you finish (or get interrupted) simply click ‘START AGAIN’ at the top 
or bottom of the page to restart the questionnaire. There are 11 questions in total, but as soon as 
there is an answer that is applicable to your business, this questionnaire will finish.  

  Click the button to open the ‘Questionnaire’: 
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3.5  HOW do I select my provider? 

Cloud Supplier Selection 

The selection process for determining the best cloud service provider is broken down into the 
following steps: 

1) Update and prioritise the requirements
2) Shortlist the providers
3) Question the providers
4) Select the best provider

Update and prioritise the requirements 

At this stage you need to have a complete and updated set of business requirements. These should 
have been amended as the CRA progressed to take into account: 

i) the feedback from the stakeholders;
ii) the any additional requirements that came from the risk recommendations;
iii) any changes that came from finalising the design, and;
iv) any necessary changes resulting from the APP compliance checks.

It is important that the business requirements and the design are sufficiently fixed before selecting 
the best supplier. Having updated the requirements, it is advisable to prioritise them. This can be 
achieved either by numbering them in order of priority or by apply different priority labels (e.g. one 
to five stars). Either way, the high priority requirements should be easier to identify. Note that: the 
labels can be added to the text fields in the updated Cloud Business Requirements Checklist.  

Shortlist the providers 

You will need to have done your market research on suitable cloud services providers. Finding a 
cloud supplier was covered in the earlier section on WHO should I use?  

Now use your top priority business requirements to determine which cloud service providers can 
meet your needs. The following checklist has been supplied to assist in this process.  

Click the button to open the ‘Cloud Provider Suitability Checklist’: 

Discount any cloud providers that score poorly in the top 10 requirements. Continue this process 
until you have a manageable shortlist. It is recommended that you reduce this down to 3 or 4 
providers maximum. Note that, if you only have only two or less providers on your shortlist, try to 
expand your market research or consider which requirements can be relaxed, to ensure you have a 
suitable choice and don’t get locked-in to specific providers.  

Question the providers 

Use a process of elimination for discarding cloud service providers that do not meet your key needs. 
To assist with this a checklist has been supplied that provides the top privacy and security questions 
you should ask your cloud provider. Complete one checklist for each provider you have selected in 
your shortlist.  

Click the button to open the ‘Cloud Privacy and Security top 15 Questions Checklist’: 
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Note that, these 15 questions represent some of the typical, key privacy and security concerns when 
making a cloud service provider selection. They may not all apply to your project design or be in the 
top priorities of your requirements. Asking these questions can help give you reassurances in the 
quality of their service provision.  

Select the best provider 

At this stage you should have the necessary information from which to make an informed selection. 
You may wish to suggest a prioritised shortlist and include this your final CRA report and your 
presentation. Alternatively, you may wish to just recommend your top choice. This will depend on 
the decision making process in your business and how knowledgeable the stakeholders or 
management team is in this regard.  

The final choice may be very selective, depending on your previous experience with a company or its 
brand and personal recommendations you can trust. It is advisable to get as much quality input as 
you can, either from your stakeholders or independent consultants, see  HELP-ME - Privacy and 
Security Consultancy.  

Click here to continue to: HOW do I prepare the CRA report? 
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3.6 HOW do I prepare the CRA report? 

The CRA report should include everything you have discovered in the previous WHO, WHAT and 
HOW sections. The actual content may depend on the project. Use the following table as an outline 
guide for a full report: 

TOPIC DESCRIPTION 
Title Pages The title, date and author of the CRA plus. Add the Contents Table and any 

Acknowledgments for people who have been particularly helpful (some prefer to add this 
after the Executive Summary) 

Executive 
Summary 

The executive summary is important for those who don’t wish to read all the details of the 
CRA yet get a useful summary of its purpose, approach and main findings. Hence, include 
a very brief outline of the project and its purpose, provide a copy of the risks table 
summary from the Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet and include a bullet point summary of 
recommendations and conclusions.  

Approach This section will provide the reader with an understanding on how you approached the 
CRA. It should describe the methods you used, the people involved and the resources you 
used. If you followed the supplied Steps for the CRA Checklist, then refer to this and cross 
reference to a copy of the final checklist that is included in the appendix of your CRA 
report. 

Project 
Description 

Describe the project here to include its purpose in more detail, any background 
information such as the business structure of the organisation concerned, some high-level 
Information Flow Maps where this helps the project description (detailed flow maps can 
be included in the Appendix). Note, do not include any analysis or recommendations at 
this point. Try to keep this section short.  

Analysis Into this section, copy all the risks under the ‘RISKS’ tab of the Cloud Risk Analysis 
Spreadsheet. Each of these entries contains the Risk, its Likelihood, Impact and resultant 
Risk-Level, the applicable APPs, Mitigation Strategy, Rationale, and Recommendations. 
You can add a short introduction on how the risks were analysed. You may also wish to 
include, either here or in the Appendix, a copy of the Risk Mapping tables from the 
spreadsheet to show how the risks were derived.  

Compliance 
Check 

Provide a summary of how the project was checked for compliance using the Cloud APP 
Compliance Checklist. Give a brief explanation on what the APPs are and give a cross 
reference to a summary of the APPs provided in the Appendix. Point out the key issues 
that this project found with compliance and any topics that were considered not 
applicable for this project. Comment on, and make a cross reference to, the completed 
Cloud APP Compliance Checklist for inclusion in the Appendix.  

Conclusions Summarise the overall findings, what recommendations are crucial and if they will provide 
sufficient privacy and security protections when carried out. Include the next steps 
following the CRA and who should be permitted to see this report.  

Appendix Include: all the checklists used in this CRA; any Information Flow Maps considered too 
detailed for the Description section; the lists that show the scope limits for the project; a 
list of relevant documents used; the Risk Mapping tables (if appropriate), references not 
included in the body of the text and; any other details considered relevant to 
understanding how the CRA was conducted.  

Note that this full report may contain details that are not suitable for publication outside your 
department or your business. When any commercial/sensitive or personal information is included, a 
shorter sanitised version can be provided, e.g. when the full report contains names of staff 
members, personal comments, deficiencies with IT security, detailed network diagrams, details 
about external clients, new patents, new technology, etc. 
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3.7 HOW should I present my CRA? 

Presenting is an important step in ensuring you have done a comprehensive CRA analysis of the 
project concerned. If it has been a large, important project you will most likely be presenting to the 
board of directors. At such a presentation, try to include other important stakeholders who can give 
feedback on your results. If the project was for a smaller business, or only involved a department or 
division, then a presentation is still an important part of the process.  

A larger presentation may include PowerPoint slides, printed copies of your CRA report for prior 
distribution and having a portfolio of all your CRA documents to hand. A smaller presentation to a 
relevant group (e.g. other staff members) may only require the time to outline the CRA findings and 
the opportunity for others to see the details of the risks and recommendations in order to provide 
some quality feedback. 

The aim is to present the executive summary and raise any issues of concern. Try to be open about 
what you have discovered and any issues you are still not confident about. A CRA is not just about 
covering yourself. To be effective it needs to be as open and as transparent as possible. You can start 
your presentation stating this, and saying that this is not personal, it’s about doing the right thing for 
the business. Only by being honest and forthright can you really determine the risks and find 
appropriate solution to mitigate against them.  

Note that a CRA presentation will often turn up new facts or change the risk estimates. Therefore, 
following the presentation you may need to revisit the analysis and revise the final CRA report to 
accommodate these changes.  

Click here to continue to: HOW do I follow up after the CRA? 
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3.8 HOW do I follow up after the CRA? 

After producing the CRA report and presenting it, the recommendations need to be actioned. Not all 
the recommendations will necessarily be taken, especially with lower level risks. In the Follow-Up 
stage, a process to record what has been done and when it was actioned is important.  

If you make a major change in the way you handle personal or confidential information, for example 
you move all your data and the backup over to a cloud service, then review the implications on your 
privacy and security risks as early on as possible. Even without major changes, the way that any 
business preforms its tasks and follows procedures will change over time. The threats to IT security 
and the vulnerability of technology will most likely increase. Current Risk-Levels may change, new 
risks may be evident and, hence, the original mitigation strategies can become outdated. It is, 
therefore, vitally important to treat privacy protection as an ongoing process. Periodic audits are an 
ideal time to check for new risks and make new recommendations. Higher risks may need attention 
more frequently.  

Once you are satisfied all the stages of the CRA are completed then finally: 

1) tick-off ‘Completed’ for all the items in Steps for the CRA Checklist then sign and date it;
2) ensure all the final versions of your files have been appropriately labelled and saved

(you may wish to add password protection to your documents to prevent them being
modified by somebody else later on)

Click here to continue to:  HELP-ME find more information 

Congratulations you have completed this eBook on undertaking a CRA. I hope this was a painless 
experience. Please refer back to this eBook anytime you need to make updates or feel free to 
contact the author for further advice: HELP-ME – Privacy and Security Consultancy.  
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HELP-ME find more information 
The HELP-ME section has explanations of key questions and terms used throughput this eBook 
together with some additional useful links, as follows: 

4.1) HELP-ME - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

4.2) HELP-ME - External links 

4.3) HELP-ME – Privacy and Security consultancy 

4.4) HELP-ME - Bibliography of key terms 
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4.1 HELP-ME - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

Which person should undertake the CRA? 

Ideally the person in your company that knows the most about your company’s privacy and 
security issues and its cloud business needs. That may well be you? Whoever is selected they 
need to be able to write clear simple sentences and not use too much jargon or legal terms. 
They need to have access to all the information outlined in WHAT Information do I need?, to 
be able to work logically through all the 12 steps outlined in WHAT are the Steps involved? 
and the ability to liaise effectively with the appropriate stakeholders. 

How long will it take to write? 

This will depend on how complex the handling of personal or confidential information is 
within your business and your experience at doing a CRA. If you handle sensitive 
information, such as health records, this will require more care. The typical lengths for a CRA 
report and the type of report produced to suite the stages of development of your project is 
covered in section WHAT are the Steps Involved? 

Do I need to consult a lawyer? 

For a small to medium business this is optional. Although you may wish to protect your 
company in case anyone makes a complaint, a CRA is not intended to be a legal document 
that aims to cover you from any liabilities. It is a clear statement on how you are handling 
the cloud risks to minimise the privacy impact these may have on your customers. Many 
lawyers specialise in privacy and will help ensure your CRA is compliant. A Lawyer will not 
necessarily know the actual workings of your business and all its policies (especially those 
not yet written down). You will be responsible for sourcing this information. This eBook 
covers all the necessary requirements as detail by the Australian government’s official 
guidelines on privacy protection. There is a section in this eBook that allows you to check 
compliance with the Australian Privacy Principles, see HOW do I check for legal compliance? 

What if I already have a risk analysis for this project? 

You may have already done a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) or an assessment of the cloud 
risk. You can use this eBook to ensure all the key aspects have been covered and it is legally 
compliant. Since there was a major Privacy Act change in March 2014 (when the new APP 
laws came into force) the section in this eBook: HOW do I check for legal compliance? will 
ensure your design is up to date. The section: WHAT are the Steps Involved? will allow you 
to determine what you have already covered and what you still need to do to.  

What if I can’t find all the required information? 

That can be a problem. Your company will be responsible for privacy matters of any personal 
information you collect, hold, use and disclose. You cannot pass this responsibility to third 
party suppliers such as IT vendors. You will need to insist on finding out where and how such 
third party services protect personal information. For security, it is essential you have a good 
understanding of what you need to achieve for adequate protection. Also, if you don’t have 
the information on what your cloud business requirements are, or you can derive them 
yourself, then the value of doing a CRA will be very limited. The section in this eBook on 
WHAT information do I need? will help you determine the information required. © Peter Croll 2016
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Who should I use? 

Different Cloud Service Providers offer different services. Some aim to provide a storage only 
facility while others may offer complete hardware platforms on which to load your own 
software. The types of service provision are covered in the section WHO should I use? This 
also has a sub-section on finding a cloud supplier.  

The process for selecting your Cloud Service Provider, once you have determined all your 
business requirements and analysed the risks of your proposed approach, is covered in the 
section HOW do I select my provider? 

Should I use more than one supplier? 

There can be good business reasons to make use of more than one cloud supplier. A sub-
section of WHO should I use? provides the key points for consideration, if you choose to 
adopt more than one supplier. This also has a sub-section on finding a cloud supplier.  

What about changing cloud supplier? 

Changing cloud service provider may not be your choice as some well-established providers 
have gone out of business at short notice. A sub-section of WHO should I use? provides the 
key points for consideration if you choose to change supplier. This also has a sub-section on 
finding a cloud supplier.  

Do I need a CRA for every product/division? 

Not necessarily. The section on WHAT information do I need? has a sub-section on how to 
deal with more than one product or division.   

Can I write a short summary only? 

You can write and supply a short summary BUT it must have been derived from a CRA. If you 
decide not to proceed with a CRA then a brief report containing the Cloud Threshold 
Assessment Checklist in the section WHO needs to do a CRA will suffice. Note that, if you 
are at an early development stage, the CRA will be likely be short anyway. The typical 
lengths for a CRA report and the type of report produced to suite the stages of development 
of your project is covered under a sub-section of WHAT are the Steps involved?  

What should I put in the cloud? 

To determine this requires some initial analysis of the business requirements and the scope 
of your project. The data you choose to store in the cloud may increase or decrease your 
risks depending on several factors. The section on WHAT goes in the cloud? will help 
determine the design, while the later sections HOW do I go about this? will help you 
determine the risk exposure and finalise your design.  

Do you have any good examples? 

The section WHAT good example can you show me? provides a detailed Case Study of a 
Cloud Risk Assessment. A full set of completed spreadsheet and checklists are provided to 
assist you in understanding the types of information and entries required when completing 
your CRA.  
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Who can help me write a CRA? 

For any help from wording to CRA generation contact HELP-ME Privacy and Security 
consultancy for professional advice at any time. 

Where can I find all the supplied Checklists, Spreadsheets or Reports? 

These embedded files are located throughout the eBook in the following sections: 

• ‘Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist’ – WHO needs to do a CRA?

• ‘Steps for the CRA Checklist’ – WHAT are the Steps Involved?

• ‘Cloud Information Needed Checklist’ – WHAT information do I need?

• ‘Cloud Business Requirements Checklist’ – WHAT information do I need?

• ‘Example CRA Case Study’ – WHAT good example can you show me?

• ‘Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet’ – HOW do I determine and analyse the Risks?

• ‘Comply with the Privacy Act Questionnaire?’ –  HOW do I check for legal compliance?

• ‘Cloud APP Compliance Checklist’ – HOW do I check for legal compliance?

• ‘Cloud Provider Selection Checklist’ – HOW do I select my provider?

• ‘Cloud Privacy and Security top 15 Questions Checklist’ – HOW do I select my provider?
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4.2.  HELP-ME - External links 

The following links to external professional societies and government websites provide a wealth of 
information on Cloud Privacy and Security issues.  

Attorney General’s Department 

The Attorney-General's Department's ICT security practices and procedures are guided by 
whole-of-government standards and guidelines including the Australian Government 
Information Security Manual (ISM) and the Protective Security Policy Framework (PSPF). 

Australian Computer Society (ACS) 

The Australian Computer Society is the leading professional association for Australia’s 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector (www.acs.org.au). They have 
special interest groups on security and provide open events across the country to educate 
ICT professionals on the key issues.  

Australian Government – Department of Defence – Australian Signals Directorate 

The Australian Signals Directorate’s (ASD) information security function is outlined in the 
Intelligence Services Act 2001. As the Commonwealth authority on the security of 
information, ASD provides advice and other assistance to federal and state authorities on 
matters relating to the security and integrity of information. A good source for information 
security manuals, cloud adoption and related guidelines (www.asd.gov.au/infosec).   

Australian Information Security Association (AISA) 

Established in 1999, the Australian Information Security Association (AISA) is a not-for-profit 
organisation formed to advance the cyber-security and safety of all sectors of Australian life; 
public, corporate, and government (www.aisa.org.au). AISA's vision is a world where all 
people, businesses and governments are educated about the risks and dangers of cyber-
attack and data theft, and to enable them to take all reasonable precautions to protect 
themselves against it.   

Australian Privacy Foundation 

The Australian Privacy Foundation is the primary association dedicated to protecting the 
privacy rights of Australians. The Foundation aims to focus public attention on emerging 
issues which pose a threat to the freedom and privacy of Australians. The Foundation has led 
the fight to defend the right of individuals to control their personal information and to be 
free of excessive intrusions (www.privacy.org.au).  

Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) 

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) is the world’s leading organization dedicated to defining 
and raising awareness of best practices to help ensure a secure cloud computing 
environment. CSA harnesses the subject matter expertise of industry practitioners, 
associations, governments, and its corporate and individual members to offer cloud security-
specific research, education, certification, events and products. CSA’s activities, knowledge 
and extensive network benefit the entire community impacted by cloud — from providers 
and customers, to governments, entrepreneurs and the assurance industry — and provide a 
forum through which diverse parties can work together to create and maintain a trusted 
cloud ecosystem (www.cloudsecurityalliance.org).  © Peter Croll 2016
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COMM LAW (www.comlaw.gov.au) 

ComLaw has the most complete and up-to-date collection of Commonwealth legislation and 
includes notices from the Commonwealth Government Notices Gazette from 1 October 
2012. Here you will find, and can download for free, the latest versions of the complete 
Privacy Act 1988 and other related acts.  

Health Informatics Society of Australia 

The Health Informatics Society of Australia (HISA) (www.hisa.org.au) is Australia's oldest and 
largest health informatics and e-health organisation. As a not-for-profit membership 
organisation they: supports Australians working in e-health and health informatics through 
education and professional development; advocates for e-health and health informatics at a 
national level; provides members with networking and career opportunities; produces world 
class health informatics conferences to further the profession of health informatics. 

HISA supports a special interest group on Privacy. They produce the publication ‘Australian 
guidelines on the Protection of Health Information’ that is a definitive guide on matters of 
confidentiality, privacy and security relating to Australian health information. 

Health Information Management Association of Australia Limited 

The Health Information Management Association of Australia Ltd (HIMAA) is the peak 
professional body for health information management (HIM) professionals in Australia. It 
has been serving the health information management profession since 1949 
(www.himaa2.org.au).  

International Information System Security Certification Consortium (ISC)2 

Headquartered in the United States and with offices in London, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Mumbai, 
and an authorized China agency in Beijing, the International Information System Security 
Certification Consortium, Inc., (ISC)²®, is the global, not-for-profit leader in educating and 
certifying cyber, information, software and infrastructure security professionals throughout 
their careers. They are recognized for Gold Standard certifications and world class education 
programs (www.isc2.org).  

Information System Security Association (ISSA) 

The Information Systems Security Association (ISSA)® is a not-for-profit, international 
organization of information security professionals and practitioners. It provides educational 
forums, publications, and peer interaction opportunities that enhance the knowledge, skill, 
and professional growth of its members (www.issa.org).    

International Association for Privacy Professionals ANZ. 

The iappANZ is the pre-eminent forum for privacy professionals in Australia and New 
Zealand. They are affiliated with the International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP) 
which is the largest privacy body at the global level with a membership approaching 20,000. 
They work with public and private entities across all industry sectors in Australia and New 
Zealand as well as the Privacy Commissioners in both Australia and New Zealand 
(www.iappanz.org).   
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Office of the Australian Information Commission 

At the time of writing there is a government agency that handles laws associated with 
information called the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner 
(www.oaic.gov.au). Currently this agency is responsible for oversight of the Privacy Act and 
the Freedom of Information Act. Within this agency is the Privacy Commissioner responsible 
for providing guidelines on privacy laws and handling complaints when the APPs have been 
breached. The government has plans to separate these agencies. In either case the privacy 
commissioner is the appropriate agency for issues dealing with privacy policies and can be 
located at www.privacy.gov.au. Here you will find a wealth of information on privacy issues 
including the APP guidelines. 

SANS Institute 

A not-for-profit institute that offers a wide range of information security education, training 
and certification. They provide free online resources to assist businesses with fact sheets, 
policy templates and the latest news on critical security risks (www.sans.org).  
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4.3 HELP-ME – Privacy and Security Consultancy 

PeterCroll.com provides an Expert Consultancy Service to tackle many of the challenging problems 
faced by today’s industries who need Trustworthy IT Solutions. Dr Peter Croll has over 30 years’ of 
experience with industrial IT applications. Together with his associates, he will ensure you minimise 
the many risks faced when adopting new technologies. 

We can help your organisation: 

 understand complex IT problems
 ensure your system are Privacy and Security compliant
 assist with ground breaking research programs
 minimise the risks associated with new ventures
 produce managerial or technical reports
 deliver pragmatic workshops and presentations to your staff
 help develop your IT tenders

We look forward to having a no obligation discussion over the many ways forward to ensure 
dependable solutions to your IT problems. You are welcome to make contact at any time.  

Email: enquiries@petercroll.com 

Peter Croll [ABN 56 846 794 985] (www.petercroll.com) 

A Better Life through Information and Communication Technologies® 
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4.4  HELP-ME - Bibliography of key terms 

The following bibliography is provided to assist businesses in understanding the key terms found in 
this eBook. More specific and more detailed definitions are provided by the government under their 
guidelines for APP compliance, see HELP-ME – External links.  

The definitions provided here have intentionally been kept as concise as possible to assist the busy 
reader. 

Australian Privacy 
Principles (APPs) 

13 principles that specify the way that business and agencies should behave 
in terms of privacy protection. They form part of the Commonwealth 
Privacy Act 1988 following its major amendment on 12 March 2014. Note 
that, the new APPs replace the previous 10 National Privacy Principles and 
the 11 Information Privacy Principles that did previously apply to businesses 
and government agencies respectively.  

Authorised/ 
Required by law 

When a commonwealth or State law demands an action or one has been 
instigated by the issuing of a court or tribunal order or equivalent.  

Cloud Provider 
lock-in  

The risk that you cannot easily change to a new cloud service provider 
because your current design or the data formats used are not compatible 
(interoperable). Such a lock-in may result in considerable cost and time 
delay in order to make a switch.  

Cloud Risk Analysis A cloud risk analysis is a step-by-step process for deriving your cloud design 
and determining the essential management recommendations that will 
minimising privacy, security and operational risks to acceptable levels 

Cloud Service 
Provider  

A company or organisation that provides one or more of the types of cloud 
services, e.g. IaaS, PaaS or SaaS. The service may be pre-paid, pay-as-you-go 
or a free service. Commonly accessible via the Internet and often residing 
on overseas data base servers. 

Cloud storage The provision of online data storage by third party companies who offer this 
as a service. Cloud storage may be a paid for, or a free service, accessible via 
the Internet and will often reside on overseas data base servers. 

Commonwealth 
Privacy Act 1988 

The federal law that covers privacy protection. Schedule 1 of the Privacy 
Amendment (Enhancing Privacy Protection) Act 2012 modifies the Privacy 
Act 1988 to now include the 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). For the 
latest versions of these Acts visit the ComLaw website:www.comlaw.gov.au. 

Community Cloud A service aimed at specific community with shared interests in computing 
needs. Several organisations may join a community cloud where they need 
reassurances that their required levels of security, privacy, policy and 
compliance are being met. Often they have similar application needs, e.g. 
CRM systems, big data stores 

Data aggregation The compiling of information from databases with intent to prepare 
combined datasets for processing, e.g. summaries. The source information 
for data aggregation may originate from public records. The information is 
packaged into aggregate reports and may be sold on to businesses or local, 
state, and government agencies. Such information can be useful for 
marketing purposes. 

© Peter Croll 2016
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Data Breach The disclosure of data containing personal or confidential information to 
people or organisations who are not authorised to view or handle it. Usually 
occurs through a failure of information security (malicious or unintended) 
or through the wilful (possibly illegal) disclosure by company staff.  

Data Matching The bringing together of data-sets, that contain personal information from 
different sources, for the purpose of comparing those data-sets with the 
intention of producing a match, e.g. find a person’s address by using their 
post code and their name then matching these against the White Pages. 

De-identified Information is considered to be de-identified when all the readily 
identifiable personal information has been removed, e.g. name, address, 
phone, age, etc. Note that, once information has been de-identified it 
should be very difficult to re-identify the person to which the information 
relates (even by linking it with other information that can be reasonable 
obtained such as the White Pages). 

Disaster Recovery 
Plan 

The agreed approach that a business draws up to deal with emergency 
situations where data or computing facilities are damaged or inoperable. 
For example, switching to a different cloud service provider and making use 
of your back-up data when your regular cloud provider is suffering an 
extended denial of service.  

Disclosure Providing personal or confidential information your company holds to other 
unauthorised companies, agencies, organisations or individuals. 

Encryption The scrambling of text such that the information can only be read and 
understood if you know, or discover, the key or password used. 

Entity Refers to either an agency or organisation (which can be: an individual; a 
body corporate; a partnership; any other unincorporated association, or a 
trust unless it is a: small business operator, registered political party, State 
or Territory authority or a prescribed instrumentality of a State) 

Explicit consent An individual provides explicit consent when they agree (usually by signing 
an agreement or clicking a box on a web page) to allow some or all of the 
personal information they have supplied from being used for a specific 
purpose, for example, use of their health data in a medical research project. 

Freedom of 
Information (FOI) 
Act 1982  

A federal act that allows individuals to request access to, and possibly 
modify where appropriate, documents held by Australian Government 
ministers and most agencies. 

Hazard Any source of potential damage, harm or adverse effects on something or 
someone. Often misquoted as a Risk (see risk definition below). For 
example, a work hazard would be a wet floor yet the risk is determined on 
how often that floor is walked on (i.e. chance or likelihood of a fall) and how 
dangerous a subsequent fall might be (i.e. consequence or impact, which 
would be different if the surface was hard not soft). Note, you do not have 
to eliminate a hazard to reduce the risks it imposes. 

Health Service 
provider  

Health includes physical, emotional, psychological and mental health. 
Health service providers: assess, record, maintain or improve a person’s 
health; diagnose or treat a person’s illness or disability; or dispense on 
prescription a drug or medicinal preparation by a pharmacist.  

Hybrid Cloud A service that provides some combination Private and Public cloud. It also 
refers to the mix where you extend your own in-house IT system with a 
cloud service 

Impact (Risk) The consequence (or outcome) if an undesirable event occurs, i.e. 
somebody might end up being inconvenienced, embarrassed, they might 
lose their job, be physically harmed, suffer significant financial loss, etc. © Peter Croll 2016
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Indirect collection  Refers to the collection of personal information that has not been supplied 
directly by the person to whom it relates. 

Information Map An easy to understand diagram that shows how information flows in a given 
project. Locations, people, products or processes can be used to indicate 
where information goes and arrowed lines to indicate the direction of flow. 
Other descriptors can be added to help such as the medium used (e.g. 
postal service, email, phone, mobile, etc.).  

Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS) 

The basic building blocks on which to load and execute your own operating 
system, security software, applications etc. You remotely access and control 
your own IT resources. The cloud service provides the basic hardware and 
connectivity. 

Kinds of 
information 

Personal information holdings such as ‘contact details’, ‘employment 
history’, ‘educational qualifications’, ‘complaint details’, etc. 

Likelihood (Risk) The probability (or chance) of an undesirable event occurring over a given 
time period.  

Mitigation Strategy The approach that can be taken to eliminate a risk or reduce it to an 
acceptable level. The strategy might be to accept the risk, reduce the risk, 
transfer the risk or avoid the risk. For example, consider the hazard of a 
hole in the ground. A barrier will reduce the risk of harm by reducing the 
likelihood of an accident occurring.  

Overseas Any country outside of Australian jurisdiction and its laws. Also referred to 
as ‘cross-border’ in the APPs. 

Personal 
Information 

Any information from which a person can be reasonably identified, to 
include, for example, name, date of birth, addresses, email, etc. Information 
that does not name a person directly, such as a mobile phone number, yet 
allows that person to be readily identified when combined with other 
information, should also be regarded as personal information.  

Platform as a 
Service (PaaS) 

Remote hardware is supplied as with Infrastructure as a Service, yet the 
cloud service also provides and maintains the operating system and other 
key services.  You remotely load and manage your own applications. 

Privacy breach The unintentional disclose of personal information to persons that are not 
authorised. Normally a privacy breach refers to the hacking of a database or 
website by adversaries acting in a criminal manner. It can also refer to 
unintentional disclosure due to poor information handling to include the 
discarding of hard disks or paper based records to insecure or public 
locations, e.g. discarded personal records dumped in a rubbish skip. Staff 
reading or disclosing personal records that are not part of their workload 
can also be considered as a breach. 

Privacy by design An approach when developing a new product or service to ensure that 
privacy protections have been embedded into all the design stages rather 
than being added on as an afterthought.  

Privacy impact The consequence of an individual’s personal information being 
inappropriately managed or disclosed. This could result in loss of trust in a 
business, personal embarrassment, financial loss for a business or 
individual, identity theft, loss of livelihood, etc. as well as legal 
ramifications. Impact can be measured to range from insignificant (e.g. 
negligible harm) to catastrophic (e.g. total loss of business).  
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Privacy Impact 
Assessment (PIA) 

A systematic study of an organisation, or a project within that organisation, 
that will determine the impact on privacy. In short, it maps all the 
information flows, provides risk assessments, checks APP compliance and 
provides management with recommendations to minimise current and 
ongoing privacy risks.  

Privacy Policy A formal document, as specified under the Australian Privacy Principle  
APP-1., that outlines to the reader the way that an entity collects, holds, 
uses and discloses an individual’s personal information. 

Private Cloud A service that has hardware dedicated to an organisation. The client pays 
periodically for the resources they need, as specified in their contract. Their 
resources are physically separated from other clients, for example, you are 
given control and access to two or more blade servers 

Pseudonym A name an individual chooses to use, which is not their usual name, which 
will prevent them from easily being identified. 

Public Cloud A service that allows you to pay-as-you-go since the cloud infrastructure will 
be shared with other clients (think of the public telephone network). 
Multiple clients use the same hardware resources separated through 
software 

Purchased lists The buying of personal information that has been collected by another 
company and supplied to your company as a product.  

Reasonable or 
Reasonably  

An expression used in the APPs and associated guidelines, which is not 
formally defined, but refers to the normal use of the term ‘reasonable’ for a 
given set of circumstances. For example, for a small business, it may not be 
reasonable to employ a full-time privacy officer, but they can reasonably 
assign this task as part of the workload of a senior staff member. 

Reasonable steps Taking ‘reasonable steps’ or the ‘reasonable steps test’ are expressions used 
on the APP and associated guidelines that refer to when an organisation or 
business has acted reasonably under given circumstances. They may need 
to demonstrate it behaved reasonably. For a small to medium businesses 
this will depend on the resources it has, or could reasonably make, 
available. For example, a small business could not reasonably provide the 
security protection measures employed by large banks but they can 
provide, through third-party suppliers, adequate security to minimise the 
risks of privacy breaches to acceptable levels.  

Redundancy Duplication of data or infrastructure to ensure extra copies or additional 
computing power is available to cope with IT system failures.  

Registered binding 
APP code  

A legally binding code that is associated with the Privacy Act, typically 
applied to protect the privacy associated with a given a class of industry, for 
example, financial institutes or telecommunication companies. They may 
have specific clauses to help strengthen the act for that given industry 
sector. 

Response times The total amount of time a business will take to respond to a query or 
complaint, usually stated in days or business days. This will normally be 
from when they receive a query or complaint to when they dispatch the 
answer as dated in the reply letter. A maximum of 30 consecutive days is 
considered reasonable by the Australian government. 
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Risk A combination of the likelihood that an event will occur and the impact 
from such an occurrence. Higher risks are events with a higher probability 
of occurring AND with a greater negative impacts, e.g. a busy walkway that 
had an uncovered manhole would be a high risk. Lower risks will have lower 
probabilities of occurring OR lower consequences if they do occur, e.g. a 
rarely used walkway that has small cracks in the pavement is a lower risk. 

Risk-Level The standard terms of HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW or NEGLIGIBLE used to define a 
risk. The levels help provide a uniform way of addressing the urgency 
needed in taking action to mitigate that risk, e.g. i.e. the higher the risk 
implies the seriousness of the risk and the sooner action should be taken. 

RFID tags Radio Frequency Identification Tags (RFID) are widely used now in products 
to provide identification codes on items of shopping. They provide this 
information wirelessly (i.e. they do not need physical contact) when the tag 
is close to an RFID reader. Australian banks now make wide use of them 
with their PayWave service, road tolls pick up RFID tags in cars and the new 
Australian electronic passports also contain these tags. The information can 
be encrypted to strengthen privacy concerns but these protections are not 
necessarily infallible to an adversary with expert knowledge. RFID tags can 
be shielded from eavesdropping by storing in appropriate metal containers. 

Scope Lists A list of topics and items that are relevant to your cloud design (In-Scope); 
will not be included in the design (Out-of-Scope); or where it is undecided 
for inclusion but flagged as having a potential risk impact (Flagged-for-
Consideration).  

Sensitive 
information 

Any personal information or opinion that relates to an individual’s health, 
race or ethnic origin, political opinions or political memberships, religious or 
philosophical beliefs or affiliations; trade union or professional 
membership; sexual preferences or practices, or criminal record. 

Software as a 
Service (SaaS) 

The cloud service provider supplies and maintains a range of application 
software. You remotely execute specific applications that meet your 
business requirements. The cloud service maintains the underlying platform 
on which the applications run. 

Stakeholders Any person or group who has a vested interest in the success of the project, 
e.g. board of directors, management team, staff, contractors, government,
financers, lawyers, customers and sometimes the wider community.

Threshold 
Assessment 

An initial evaluation of the necessity to do a CRA for a give project, see 
WHO needs to do a CRA?   

Vulnerable people Anyone who is likely to need assistance in protecting their privacy interests 
to include children, disable persons and the elderly. 

Web cookies Small pieces of software code that are delivered to your computer via 
Internet browsers when you visit a web site. They can store information 
that you have provided to a particular web page (which is often personal 
information) and can report back this information to the company that 
owns the web page, or to others. They are useful for Internet shopping, for 
example, as they remember your details and purchases but they can be 
privacy invasive as they can inform others information such as which sites 
you recently visited and your location details, etc. Individuals have some 
control over the use/misuse of web cookies by changing settings in their 
web browsers and also via the virus/malware software they use. 
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Cloud Information Needed Checklist
The following checklist will assist you in gathering the necessary information in relationship to 
your cloud project. This may be needed prior to determining your cloud business requirements.  


Tick the NOT YET - BUT NEEDED button if your business does not currently have this 
information but probably should have it at some time in the future. 


Tick the NOT APPLICABLE button when this does not apply to your project or business. 


Tick the YES - COPY AVAILABLE button when you have located the essential information. 


If you are unsure leave blank. Note that, other checklists are provided later in this eBook to determine if 
you have covered everything to be legally compliant. 


Ref. A) About the COLLECTION of information
– Do you, or does your business, have:


NOT YET - 
BUT NEEDED 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


YES - COPY 
AVAILABLE 


A1 Printed applications forms (or online equivalent) 
used for collecting personal information? 


A2 Knowledge of all web based applications that 
collect personal information? 


A3 Knowledge of all other electronic means of 
collecting personal information, e.g. RFID tags, web 
cookies, scanning of ID documents/driving licences, etc.? 


A4 Copies of any surveys or marketing brochures used 
to collect personal or confidential information? 


A5 Detailed knowledge of any sensitive information 
your business collects, for example Health 
Records? 


A6 Knowledge of the reasons why each item of 
information is collected by your business? 


A7 Details of any personal or confidential information 
that is supplied to your business by other 
businesses? 


A8 


A9 


A10 


A11 
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Ref. B) About DISCLOSING information
– Do you, or does your business, have:


NOT YET - 
BUT NEEDED 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


YES - COPY 
AVAILABLE 


B1 Details of any personal or confidential 
information that is disclosed to other businesses, 
including sub-contractors? 


B2 Details of any personal or confidential 
information that is disclosed to other people, 
organisations or government agencies? 


B3 Details of any personal or confidential 
information that is disclosed to any person, 
business or organisation overseas? 


B4 Details of any personal or confidential 
information that your business sells to other 
businesses? 


B5 


B6 


B7 


B8 
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Ref. C) About STORAGE of information
– Do you, or does your business, have:


NOT YET - 
BUT NEEDED 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


YES - COPY 
AVAILABLE 


C1 Access to documentation (or good awareness of) 
your business’s IT security? 


C2 Knowledge of all current cloud based services 
used by your business that hold personal or 
confidential information? 


C3 Knowledge of any overseas storage facilities or 
data bases that hold personal or confidential 
information? 


C4 Knowledge of any mailing lists stored for publicity 
purposes? 


C5 Detailed knowledge of how all sensitive 
information is stored and how it is accessed to 
include, for example, Health Records? 


C6 Knowledge on the Byte size of data stored and 
retrieved on a daily/weekly/monthly basis 


C7 Knowledge of operational costs for data storage 


C8 Details on Data Back-up to include frequency, 
typical data sizes, number of generations, media, 
storage location, retrieval, encryption, etc. 


C9 


C10 


C11 


C12 
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Ref. D) About PERFORMANCE and AVAILABILTY–
Do you, or does your business, have: 


NOT YET - 
BUT NEEDED 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


YES - COPY 
AVAILABLE 


D1 Details on typical CPU performance demands 
over the day/month/week/year 


D2 Details on minimal acceptable response times for 
applications, e.g. CRM systems 


D3 Knowledge of Disaster Recovery expectations, to 
include recovery times, critical functions, 
operational costs, etc. 


D4 Knowledge of acceptable system downtime 
limits, e.g. per failure, totals per annum 


D5 Details of network and data access speeds, e.g. 
typical, average and peak demands 


D6 


D7 


D8 


D9 
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Ref. E) About POLICIES
– Do you, or does your business, have:


NOT YET - 
BUT NEEDED 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


YES - COPY 
AVAILABLE 


E1 Any customer’s complaints handling policies or 
procedures? 


E2 Any policies or procedures regarding access to 
computer equipment, the internet and email? 


E3 Any policies on how customers can requesting 
information about themselves or others, e.g. 
Privacy Policy? 


E4 Any policies or procedures on when and how a 
customer can contact your business 
anonymously, e.g. Privacy Policy?? 


E5 Any policies, or terms of conditions or 
memorandums, regarding business associates or 
sub-contractors?  


E6 Any policies or procedures on the handling of 
personal information regarding deceased 
customers?   


E7 Any policies in regard to Audit requirements and 
or Data Breach notifications? 


E8 


E9 


E10 


E11 


Compiled by: 


Date: 


END OF ‘CLOUD INFORMATION NEEDED CHECKLIST’ 
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Questionnaire:  
Does your businesses need to comply with the Privacy Act? 


Q1. Do you collect or handle any Personal Information? 


YES – click here NO – click here


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


Personal Information is ANY information that identifies a person (note that when personal 
information is ONLY used for employment purposes such as payroll it may be exempt). 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q2. Are you operating as a business? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


Generally, if you have a legal business structure but not when your business is a hobby. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q3. Does this business have an annual turnover of greater than AU$3 
Million? 


YES NO


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


Turnover is your business INCOME from all sources. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q4. Are you a Health Service provider? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


Generally, if your business needs to keep personal health records. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q5. Is your business related to a Body Corporate to which the Privacy 
Act applies? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


As defined by the Corporations Act 2001. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q6. Do you operate a Residential Tenancy database? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


A database with personal information relating to tenants. 


 UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q7. Do you have any contracts with the commonwealth government? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


If your business has contracts with any commonwealth agencies. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q8. Do you have to report under the Anti-Money Laundering and 
Counter Terrorism Finance Act 2006? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


Generally, any business dealing with financial services. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q9. Do you trade in personal information from which you gained a 
benefit? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


Your business gained some benefit from trading in personal information. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q10. Did you have the consent of all the individuals concerned when 
trading in personal information? 


YES NO 


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


If everyone that you hold personal information about agreed by filling in a consent form, or 
equivalent. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Q11. Although you did not have the consent from all the individuals 
concerned when trading in personal information, was this trade in 
personal information required or authorised by law? 


YES NO


SIMPLE DEFINITION: 


If a law or a court order was applied. 


UNSURE – click here for full definition 
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Definitions of Personal Information for Q1: 


Click here to return and answer Q1 of the questionnaire 


FULL DEFINITION: 


The formal definition is "any information from which a person can be reasonably identified". This will 
include their name, sex, date of birth, address, etc. It should be noted that there are many other 
identifiers that can be used to work out who the information belongs to, for example, a mobile 
phone number or email address. If information allows somebody to be identified by readily 
combining other information, for example an occupation together with a postcode, then this also 
needs to be regarded as personal information.  


Note that the Privacy Act covers any information you intentionally collect, you discover, is passed to 
you or you pass on to others. This can be by either by word and mouth, by paper or electronic means 
and it includes opinions as well as established facts.  


If this description above of personal information applies to any information collected, held or 
managed in your company (noting the exception below) then answer Q1 as 'YES'. 


Note that: you will be exempted if you ONLY collect and manage essential employee information 
about your staff and ONLY for employment purposes, in which case answer Q1 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q1 of the questionnaire 
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Definitions of a business for Q2: 


Click here to return and answer Q2 of the questionnaire 


FULL DEFINITION: 


A business here means a legal business structure and unincorporated associations. 


The four main types of business structures are: 


• Sole trader: an individual trading on their own
• Partnership: an association of people or entities running a business together, but not as a


company
• Trust: an entity that holds property or income for the benefit of others
• Company: a legal entity separate from its shareholders.


For more details see Business Structures and Types 


If any of these structures apply to your business, then answer ‘YES’. 


Some businesses are excluded such as: state run corporations, political parties or media 
organisations for which the answer is 'NO' (when this applies, it is advisable to check with the Privacy 
Act for actual exemptions). 


If you are simply an individual acting in a private or domestic capacity, then select 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q2 of the questionnaire 
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Definitions of Annual Turnover for Q3: 


Click here to return and answer Q3 


FULL DEFINITION 


Annual turnover for the Privacy Act includes all income from all sources. Annual turnover does not 
include assets held by the business, capital gains or proceeds of capital sales. 


The income reported on the PAYG income tax instalment section of your BAS or IAS over a year will 
give a good estimate of annual turnover for the Privacy Act for some but not all businesses. 


For example, the BAS or IAS figure will not be a good estimate of annual turnover for the Privacy Act 
for: superannuation or life insurance or approved deposit funds; not-for-profit bodies; or a business 
that is part of a GST group, or is notionally divided into a GST group for taxation purposes. 


Annual turnover of a business for a financial year is the total of the following items earned in the 
year in the course of the business: 


(a) the proceeds of sales of goods and/or services;
(b) commission income;
(c) repair and service income;
(d) rent, lease and hiring income;
(e) government bounties and subsidies;
(f) interest, royalties and dividends;
(g) other operating income.


If the total above is greater than $3 million you should answer 'YES'. 


Annual turnover of a full or part year 


Businesses that have been operating for more than one year should calculate their annual turnover 
on the previous financial year. 


If a business was not operating in the previous financial year it needs to make a projection of full 
year annual turnover based on the total income to date and the amount of time it has been 
operating.  


If your total annual income (or for a part year your projected income) is definitely going to be less 
than $3 million, then answer 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q3 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Health Service Provider for Q4: 


Click here to return to and answer Q4 


FULL DEFINITION 


Health includes physical, emotional, psychological and mental health. 


Health service providers: assess, record, maintain or improve a person’s health; diagnose or treat a 
person’s illness or disability; or dispense on prescription a drug or medicinal preparation by a 
pharmacist.  


If this description above of health service provider applies, then answer Q4 as 'YES'. 


If you are confident that the above does not apply to your business (it is always advisable to check 
with the Privacy Act if you are unsure) then answer Q4 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return to and answer Q4 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Body Corporate for Q5: 


Click here to return and answer Q5 


FULL DEFINITION 


Related body corporate as defined by Section 50 of the Corporations Act 2001. 


That is, companies might be related where they are a holding company or they are a subsidiary of 
another body corporate.  


If the description above applies, then answer Q5 as 'YES'. 


If this does not apply to your business than answer Q5 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q5 


CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 - SECT 50 


Related bodies corporate 


    Where a body corporate is: 


(a) a holding company of another body corporate; or


(b) a subsidiary of another body corporate; or


(c) a subsidiary of a holding company of another body corporate;


the first-mentioned body and the other body are related to each other. 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Residential Tenancy Database for Q6: 


Click here to return and answer Q6 


FULL DEFINITION 


The Privacy (Private Sector) Amendment Regulations 2007 (No.3) state that a residential tenancy 
database means a database: 


a) that stores personal information in relation to an individual’s occupation of residential
premises as a tenant; and


b) that can be accessed by a person other than the operator of the database or a person acting
for the operator.


If this description above applies to your business, then answer Q6 as 'YES'. 


If it does not, then answer Q1 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q6 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Contracts with the Commonwealth Government for Q7: 


Click here to return and answer Q7 


FULL DEFINITION 


If your business provides services to Commonwealth agencies under a contract or a subcontract, 
then answer Q7 as ‘YES’. 


Note: if you are a private sector contractor that provides services under contracts with State or 
Territory governments but not to the Commonwealth then you should answer Q7 as 'NO'; but be 
aware that the State or Territory governments may have their own specific requirements.  


Click here to return and answer Q7 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism for Q8: 


Click here to return and answer Q8 


FULL DEFINITION 


If your business has to report under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Financing 
Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act) then answer Q8 as 'YES'. 


If this description above of personal information applies to any information collected, held or 
managed in your company (noting the exception below) then answer Q1 as 'YES'. 


Only if none of the above apply to your business than answer Q8 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q8 


Note that: a wide range of financial institutions, e.g. Banks, Building Societies, Credit Unions, etc. 
are included plus if your business provides loans, hire purchase, credit, a cheque, postal order, 
securities, etc. and if it exchanges money, provides safe deposits, prepare payrolls for others as a 
service, provides life insurance, superannuation (not self-funded), pensions; or your business deals 
with Bullion or it is in the gambling services industries. Check to determine if your business is part 
of the 'Designated Services' as defined by the AML/CFT Act. 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Trade in Personal Information for Q9: 


Click here to return and answer Q9 


FULL DEFINITION 


If your business collects or discloses an individual’s personal information for a “benefit, service or 
advantage”, for example you buy or sell a list of personal information for income, concessions or 
some other return then answer Q9 as 'YES'.  


Note that: this can in some circumstances include the sale of the assets of a business that includes 
personal information. Refer to: http://www.oaic.gov.au/privacy/privacy-topics/business-and-small-
business/ 


If you are confident that none of the above applies to your business, then answer Q9 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q9 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Having Consent for Q10: 


Click here to return and answer Q10 


FULL DEFINITION 


Consent is when an individual agrees to their personal information being shared for a given purpose. 
You may, for example, have asked them to complete a consent form or they may have ticked a box 
stating they agree to share their personal information under your terms and conditions.  


Consent can also be implied when it is impractical to obtain it directly or if it is considered 
reasonable that the individual would expect their personal information to be used in this way. Your 
business should take care though, because implied consent is only for special circumstances.  


The fact they are giving consent must be obvious and clear to the individuals concerned. Consent 
must not be obtained by deceitful means, e.g. buried in the small print or stated on a different 
document. Individuals can, at any time, withdraw their consent and a compliant business must 
provide for this. 


Any of the above methods must comply with the spirit of the law and not be used simply to avoid 
getting consent explicitly and directly from the individuals concerned. 


If you obtained the full consent of the individuals concerned then answer Q10 as 'YES'. 


If you are not confident that all the individuals concerned gave consent as defined above than 
answer Q10 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q10 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Definitions of Required or Authorised by Law for Q11: 


Click here to return and answer Q11 


FULL DEFINITION 


If your business collect or provide personal information for a benefit, service or advantage that was 
required or authorised by law. This could be a commonwealth law or a court order, etc. 


If this applies then answer Q11 as 'YES'. 


If you are confident this does not apply then answer Q11 as 'NO'. 


Click here to return and answer Q11 
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


Your business does NOT NEED to comply with the Privacy Act 


After answering the questions, you arrived here because your business is 
exempt from complying with the Privacy Act 1988. Hence, you DO NOT need 
to have a privacy policy nor comply with the 13 Australian Privacy Principles 
(APPs).  


Even if you find out the law doesn't require you to have a privacy policy or 
comply with the APPs, it makes good business sense to take appropriate 
measures to protect your customer’s personal information.  


END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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START AGAIN 


START AGAIN © Peter Croll 2016


YES, you DO NEED to comply with the Privacy Act 


After answering the questions, you arrived here because you are required to 
comply with the Commonwealth Privacy Act 1988.   


Hence, you DO NEED to have a privacy policy and follow the 13 Australian 
Privacy Principles (APPs) the act contains.  


END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist 
Use the flowing checklist to determine if you need to undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA). 


If you answer ‘YES’ or ‘UNSURE’ to any of the following it is advisable to undertake a CRA. 


If you answer ‘NO’ to all 10 questions, this indicates that a CRA is not absolutely necessary due to 
the lack of sensitivity of your data or the low strategic business utility associated with this data. 
Nevertheless, you may wish to continue with the CRA to ensure you fully understood all the criteria 
and have complete coverage in terms of risk appraisal for your cloud business usage. 


Document your answers in the text-box below each question. This will assist in the cloud risk 
assessment later on. 


NO – proceed to Q2. 


YES – To ensure you comply with the Privacy Act you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Q2: Is it critical for your business to have 24/7 availability 365 days a year? 


NO – proceed to Q3. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Personal data is any information from which a person can be reasonably identified. This includes 
information that will readily identify somebody when linked to other information such as a phone 
book or voting register. Note that: personal information may include ‘sensitive’ information that 
requires extra special handling since this includes details about somebody’s health, sexual 
preferences, trade union or political memberships, criminal records or religious/philosophical beliefs. 


Even if you encrypt personal information, then still answer ‘YES’, as there are risks associated with 
the various cloud encryption options.  


That is, would you consider it unacceptable for your business if the cloud system is unavailable 
for more than 2 hours at a time OR for a total greater than 28 hours a year  


Q1: Will you be managing or storing ‘personal information’ in the cloud? 
(To understand this question, refer to the box below)  
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Q3: Does any of the information being managed and stored in the cloud 
include intellectual property that is of value to your business? 


NO – proceed to Q4. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Q4: Do all of your specified types of cloud access devices need to be available 
at any given time? 


NO – proceed to Q5. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Q5: Do you require a reliable backup service from your cloud provider? 


NO – proceed to Q6. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Backup of your cloud data is usually an additional service with an extra fee. There are circumstances 
when you may not wish to add this feature. For example, you are only be using the cloud as your 
backup service to your own data servers or you might already be doing your own local backup of 
what you store in the cloud. Although, if you have any concerns that a restore from the cloud may 
not function when required or the download from the cloud is too large (i.e. Q9) then answer ‘YES’.  


Your business may need simultaneous access to the cloud via your office PCs, tablets and mobile 
devices. That is, if some of your staff rely on mobile access to the cloud (either through WiFi or the 
GSM mobile network) in addition to the office PCs to carry out their business activities, then answer 
‘YES’. Only answer ‘NO’, if cloud access via a mobile or tablet is an advantage but not absolutely 
necessary for your business. 


That is, could any data breach of information stored in the cloud result in financial harm to your 
business, for example, the disclosing of company patents? 
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Q6: Do you need to be consulted on any cloud data breaches? 


NO – proceed to Q7. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Q7: Do you need special disaster recovery plans for any emergencies? 


NO – proceed to Q8. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Q8: Do you have any concerns with overseas storage of cloud data? 


NO – proceed to Q9. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


If you need to take action as a result of a data breach, for example, change passwords, inform your 
customers etc. then answer ‘YES’. Only answer ‘NO’ if you consider that a data breach will not cause 
any serious harm and your own regular security updates will satisfy your risk profile. 


Emergencies can be physical such as storms, fires or floods causing server damage or communication 
breakdowns. They can also be a result of unpredictable software failures, accidental damage by staff 
members or malicious damage by adversaries. If such emergencies occur they can exceed the normal 
downtime of a few hours, possibly extending to many days. If you need your cloud service provider to 
have in place special plans to cope with such outages, then answer ‘YES’?  


You may have contractual or legal obligations to retain data in your home state or country. This often 
applies to medical and other sensitive information. Also, you may be concerned if you are going to 
store any information that you would not wish to be subpoenaed by any overseas courts or 
governments. There can be no protections in some countries and your data might be subject to 
disclosure when another business who use the same cloud provider are subpoenaed.  


If you have any such concerns with cross-border storage then answer ‘YES’. 
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Q9: When your contract terminates will you need to download any large data sets? 


NO – proceed to Q10. 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Q10: Do you have any concerns if your data is not ‘actually’ deleted (i.e. 
erased) either when requested or at the termination of your contract? 


NO – If your answer was ‘NO’ to all the threshold questions, then you do not need to 
undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


YES - you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


UNSURE – to be certain: you should undertake a Cloud Risk Analysis 


Completed by: 


Date: 


END OF ‘CLOUD THRESHOLD ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST’ 


Transferring large data sets (i.e. greater than 1 Terabyte) across the Internet can take a very long 
time. If you need a copy of all your data on completion of the cloud service contract, then consider 
the total data volume involved. Note that, each terabyte of data can take a full day to download 
across a network even when using a high speed 100 Mbps link working at full capacity. Hence, some 
cloud services will provide you with a physical hard disk for undertaking large data transfers.  


To reduce the risk of a data breach, it is necessary to ensure that data that is no longer needed is 
‘erased’ from all storage devices. Note that, data erasure (also called data clearing or data wiping) is 
not achieved through delete commands which only remove links to the stored data. Hence, it is 
relatively easy for anyone with little technical knowhow to recover deleted data using widely 
available ‘undelete’ application software. Any data will be erased whenever the physical sections of 
the disk are next used (i.e. overwritten) but in a cloud environment, when that will happen is 
unpredictable. Also, multiple copies are often retained in the cloud for synchronisation, backup and 
load balancing purposes.  


If total data erasure is important to your business, then answer ‘YES’. 
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 Cloud     APP Compliance Checklist
The following checklist will assist you in determining if your cloud project is compliant with the Australian 
Privacy Principles (APPs). This is applicable to any business that needs to comply with the Privacy Act 1988.


Tick the YES bullet when you are confident that the project is compliant with regard to the question. 


Tick the NEEDS IMPROVING bullet when you need to make improvements with this project's privacy practices. 


Tick the NOT APPLICABLE bullet when the answer is NO since this question does not apply to this project
(note that this button is not available when the criteria is considered essential for APP compliance). 


If you are unsure of any answer then leave the bullet blank until it can be checked-off with confidence. 


No. APP1 - open and transparent 
management of personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


1.1 


1.2 


1.3 


Does your business have an 
appropriate APP compliant 
Privacy Policy?* 


Have reasonable steps been 
taken to ensure compliance 
with the APPs (to include 
your cloud  provider)?


Have reasonable steps been 
taken for handling privacy 
inquiries and complaints?  


Privacy policy(s) must be clearly 
expressed, up-to-date, covers the 
important privacy matters in 
APP 1.4 and freely available (e.g. 
on your website). 


Evidence the business exercises 
good practices, procedures and 
systems for ongoing privacy impact 
analysis and protection (include 
APP codes e.g. credit reporting). 


Evidence the business has in place 
appropriate complaint procedures 
and systems  


*Note, the eBook: “Privacy Policy Essentials for Australian Businesses” covers these requirements in detail.


No. APP2 - anonymity and 
pseudonymity 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


2.1 E.g. when circumstances permit,
they will be allowed to remain
anonymous OR use a pseudonym
(another name)


2.2 When it is a requirement, or 
something authorised by, or 
needed under Australian law, or an 
order of a court or tribunal.  


2.3 Your products and services require 
identification (e. g evidence of age) 
and hence your customers cannot 
in practice remain anonymous or 
use a pseudonym? 


2.4 


Will individuals participating 
in the project have the 
option of not identifying 
themselves?  


Is it a legal requirement for 
this project to deal with 
individuals who have 
identified themselves? 


Is it impracticable for you to 
deal with individuals in this 
project, who have not 
identified themselves? 


Can this project cater for 
certain categories of 
individuals who are likely to 
seek to interact with your 
business anonymously 
(or use a pseudonym)? 


For example, people asking 
sensitive questions about health 
issues (particularly young people 
who might be concerned about 
their parents finding out)? © Peter Croll 2016







No. APP3 - collection of 
solicited personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


3.1 


3.2 


3.3 


3.4 


3.5 


3.6 


3.7 


3.8 


3.9 


It is necessary to collect all 
the personal information 
required by this project? 


Is the collection authorised 
or required by an Australian 
law or a court/tribunal 
order? 


Will the information be 
collected by lawful and fair 
means? 


Will the personal 
information be collected 
from the individual 
concerned? 


The personal information 
will not be collected from 
the individual concerned 
because an exception in 
APP 3.6 applies? 


With regard to sensitive 
information, this project will 
collect it by relying on 
exception APP 3.3? 


With regard to sensitive 
information, this project will 
collect it by relying on 
exception APP 3.4? 


Will the project ensure 
adequate handling of 
sensitive information? 


If the project outsources the 
collection or management of 
sensitive information, will it 
be adequately protected?  


The information must be 
reasonable necessary (or related) 
to one of your legitimate business 
activities or functions. 


E.g. the law requires you to collect 
certain personal information (even 
though the project doesn’t 
necessarily use it).


Examples of UNLAWFUL are 
hacking, intercepting phone calls, 
unlawful property entry while 
UNFAIR includes deceptions, 
collecting from trash, 
misrepresentation, calling at 
unsocial times, etc. 


Information should normally be 
collected from the individual 
concerned. 
(tick ‘Not Applicable’ if the 
exception in Q3.5 below applies.) 


General exception for businesses 
under APP 3.6 - you can justify not 
collecting from the individual 
because “it is unreasonable or 
impracticable to do so”. 


APP3.3 exception:- the individual 
has consented and the information 
is necessary one of your business 
activities or functions?


APP3.4 exception:- the information 
is required by law OR a recognised 
special situation exists*, e.g. health 
reasons, locating a person, etc.


Evidence of good guidance or 
processes are in place to assist 
when handling sensitive 
information 


Evidence that outsourcing policies 
and procedures plus compliance 
monitoring will be in place to 
protect sensitive information? 


*If you are unsure on permitted general situations or permitted health situations check with OAIC guidelines www.oaic.gov.au.
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No. APP4 - dealing with 
unsolicited personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


4.1 UNSOLICITED refers to information 
received from others (i.e. you took 
no active step to collect it).  
OTHER-MEANS refers to direct 
collection methods (APP 3) 


4.2 


Does the project deal with 
unsolicited information, 
which it could NOT have 
collected by other means? 


If the project deals with 
unsolicited information 
that COULD have been 
collected by other means; 
then are procedures in 
place to destroy it? 


Lawful procedures* (i.e. APP 4) are 
in place to de-identify or destroy 
any unsolicited information receive 
that could have been collected 
directly by this project. 


*If you are unsure on all the legal requirements on when to keep information check with OAIC guidelines www.oaic.gov.au.


No. APP5 - notification of the 
collection of personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


5.1 In this project, will 
individuals be made aware 
of the key issues regarding 
the collection of personal 
information? 


E.g. the information usually
supplied in your Privacy Policy,
such as your business name, if you
collect from others, it was required
by law, your purpose for collecting,
their rights, etc. (APP 5.2)


5.2 If individuals are not made 
aware is this considered 
reasonable under the 
circumstances of this 
project? 


E.g. it would be unreasonable to
have to inform each individual and
they would, under the
circumstances, reasonably expect
that to be the case.


5.3 Are good procedures in 
place to ensure individuals 
are informed about key 
collection issues in a timely 
manner?  


E.g. Good policies and procedures
are evident that show reasonable
steps will be taken to inform
individuals at the time of collection
(or as soon as practicably afterwards).


5.4 If the information is 
collected directly from the 
individual, are notification 
procedures adequate and 
appropriate regarding the 
key collection issues? 


Adequate notifications that are 
appropriate for the medium used, 
e.g. notice clearly displayed on an
application form, easy links/drop
downs on a web-page form,
advised over the phone prior to
collection, etc.
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No. APP6 - use or disclosure of 
personal information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


6.1 If the project will use or 
disclose any personal 
information for a secondary 
purpose, will the individual 
be asked to provide 
consent?  


6.2 If the individual will NOT be 
asked to consent, do any of 
the exceptions in APP 6.2 
apply? 


6.3 With secondary use, will you 
keep a record of any consent 
provided (or with eForms, 
control the progress)?  


Information used other than for 
the primary purpose for which it 
was collected is secondary (e.g. 
undertaking some research) hence 
consent is needed unless an 
exception applies (i.e. Q6.2 below) 


APP6.2 Exceptions: e.g. would the 
individual reasonably expect you to 
use/disclose for a related 
secondary purpose (directly related 
for sensitive) OR is required by law 
OR a permitted situation exists* 


For paper, a copy should be kept of 
any signed consent form. For web-
based forms, will any progress be 
halted until consent is confirmed?  


*If you are unsure on permitted general situations or permitted health situations check with OAIC guidelines www.oaic.gov.au.


No. APP7 - direct marketing Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


7.1 


7.2 


7.3 


7.4 


7.5 


7.6 


Will this project disclose 
personal information for the 
purpose of direct marketing 
because one of the APP 
exceptions apply? 


If sensitive information is to 
be used or disclosed for the 
purpose of direct marketing, 
will the individual be asked 
to consent? 


If you are a Commonwealth 
contracted service provider, 
is use or disclosure for direct 
marketing a necessary 
contractual obligation? 


Will individuals be given the 
opportunity to request not 
to receive direct marketing 
communications? 


Does your organisation 
have any guidance or 
processes in place to help 
manage your direct 
marketing obligations? 


In this project, privacy 
obligations for direct 
marketing are covered under 
Do Not Call Register Act 
2006 and/or the Spam Act 
2003? 


E.g.: the individual would 
reasonably expect this AND your 
business collected the personal 
information AND individuals can 
easily opt-out of direct marketing


The individual must give prior 
consent whenever direct marketing 
will involve their sensitive 
information (e.g. they have diabetes 
and you sell insulin pumps).


E.g. Commonwealth contracts can 
be exempt if use or disclosure for 
direct marketing is an included 
contractual requirement for the 
project
E.g. can they readily opt-out
(assuming use/disclosure of personal 
information for the purpose of direct 
marketing is permitted under APP 7)


Evidence that policies and 
procedures are in place to ensure 
privacy protections apply when 
direct marketing 


Note that, the privacy obligations 
under APP 7, do not supersede (i.e. 
are non-overarching) these other 
Acts. 
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No. APP8 - cross-border 
disclosure of personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


8.1 Does the project disclose 
personal information to an 
overseas recipient who will 
comply with the APPs? 


8.2 Does this project rely on an 
exception with regard to 
overseas disclosure under 
APP 8.2?  


Evidence that reasonable steps will 
be taken to ensure any overseas 
recipient complies with the APPs 
(to include offshore cloud service 
providers)


*If you are unsure on permitted general situations or permitted health situations or exceptions check with OAIC guidelines www.oaic.gov.au.


No. APP9 - adoption, use or 
disclosure of government 
related identifiers 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


9.1 The project will adopt a 
government related 
identifier and is permitted to 
under an exception in APP 9? 


Exceptions*; e.g. prescribed by the 
regulations OR is it required/ 
authorised by law 


9.2 The project will use/disclose 
a government related 
identifier and is permitted to 
under an exception in APP 9? 


Exceptions*; e.g., is it reasonably 
necessary for verifying the individual 
OR required by law OR a permitted 
situation exists OR prescribed by the 
regulations 


*If you are unsure on permitted general situations or permitted health situations or exceptions check with OAIC guidelines www.oaic.gov.au.


No. APP10 - quality of personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


10.1 Will reasonable steps be 
taken to ensure that any 
personal information 
collected is accurate, up-to-
date and complete?  


E.g.: accurate, up-to-date and
complete having regard to the
purpose of collection with evidence
that guidance or processes will be
in place to ensure such steps are
followed?


10.2 Will reasonable steps be 
taken to ensure that any 
personal information being 
used or disclosed is 
accurate, current, complete 
and relevant? 


E.g.: accurate, current, complete
and relevant having regard to the
purpose of the use or disclosure
with evidence that guidance or
processes be in place to ensure
such steps are followed?


E.g.: the individual consents OR
they can enforce similar legal
protection OR it is required by law
OR a permitted situation exists*
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No. APP11- security of personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


11.1 Will adequate steps be taken to 
ensure that the personal 
information is protected from 
unauthorised access, 
modification or disclosure?  


11.2 Will control procedures be in 
place requiring authorisation 
before personal information is 
added, changed or deleted? 


11.3 Will audit mechanisms identify 
inappropriate system access? 


11.4 Will reasonable steps be taken 
to destroy personal information 
which is no longer needed? 


11.5 Will outdated/unneeded 
personal information NOT be 
destroyed or de-identified, 
because one of the APP 
exceptions apply? 


11.7 Is staff training adequate to 
fulfil the reasonable steps 
required to protect information 
from unauthorised disclosure? 


No. APP12- access to personal 
information 


E.g. evidence that guidance and 
processes are in place ensuring 
technical and physical security to 
protect against misuse, interference 
and loss.


E.g. good policies and procedures are 
in place to ensure only the 
appropriate people can make 
changes.


E.g. will software applications be 
used that can detect inappropriate 
systems access to any personal data 
either stored or communicated?
E.g. evidence of policies or 
procedures that appropriately deal 
with erasure or di-identification of 
obsolete personal data?
E.g. the information is part of a 
Commonwealth record or the APP 
entity is required by law or a court/
tribunal order to retain the 
information?


E.g. training on computer usage, 
password protection, keeping 
conversation private, how to 
handling personal information, etc.


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


12.1 Will processes be put in 
place to provide individuals 
with access to information 
being held about them? 


E.g. somebody is assigned the task of
privacy officer and knows how to
appropriately respond to personal
information requests


12.2 Will requests to access personal 
information handled in a timely 
fashion?  


E.g. effective procedure in place to
monitor timely responses (ideally, no
more than 30 days after a request)?


12.3 Will the project allow for access 
to personal information in the 
manner requested?  


E.g. if reasonable and practicable,
can you supply in a commonly asked
format, e.g. printed letter, email,
PDF/Word, by phone, etc?


12.4 Steps are in place to come to a 
mutual agreement on the 
manner information can be 
accessed?  


E.g. procedures are in place to come
to a compromise when the medium
requested (such as a hard copy) does
not suit the project.


12.5 The project does not result in an 
individual being inappropriate 
charged for access to personal 
information? 


E.g. no charge is made for making a
request and costs are reasonable (i.e.
not excessive) for supplying the
information.
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No. APP13- correction of personal 
information 


Examples and Explanations YES NEEDS 
IMPROVING 


NOT 
APPLICABLE 


13.1 Will individuals be made aware 
of how to request correction of 
their personal information? 


Will forms be supplied for updates 
and or corrections, e.g. can they do it 
online and will they know where to 
look? 


13.2 Will the project ensure 
reasonable steps are taken to 
update any incorrect 
information?  


Good procedures are in place to 
ensure any personal information can 
be corrected that is not accurate, out 
of date, incomplete, irrelevant or 
misleading with regard to the purpose 
for which the information is held. 


13.3 Are processes in place for 
responding to requests from 
individuals to correct personal 
information? 


Good procedures are in place to 
ensure individuals will get 
appropriate responses for correcting 
their personal information. 


13.4 If there is a likelihood that 
individuals will be denied 
correction of personal 
information, will they be 
informed of the reasons? 


When a request by an individual to 
correct information is denied (e.g. it 
was originally supplied by their 
medical practitioner who has a 
different opinion to the patient on 
what is correct) then processes are in 
place to inform the individual of this. 


END OF 'CLOUD APP COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST' 


Completed by: 


Date: 
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Cloud Business Requirements Checklist 
As you progress through the discovery process of the CRA, with regard to the project’s risk impacts, then 
progressively complete this check-list and save the new versions. 


Tick the YES NEEDED button if you think this information is necessary for your CRA. 


Tick the UNSURE button when you don’t know at this stage if it will be applicable or relevant (you can 
return and update this option after doing the Risk Analysis or Cloud APP Compliance Checklist). 


Tick the NOT APPLICABLE button if you think it is not required or applicable to your CRA. 


Provide a text comment in the box provided that gives details of your answers. 


Ref. 1) Business Case YES 
NEEDED 


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


1-1 You need to move to the cloud to reduce upfront ICT 
infrastructure costs (e.g. IT equipment purchases)? 


1-2 You need to reduce ICT operational costs, e.g. storage 
and computation? 


1-3 You only need a public cloud for shared storage (e.g. 
Drop-Box, OneDrive, Google Drive etc.)? 


1-4 You need a private cloud for your business (e.g. higher 
security or to support a larger company)? 


1-5 Your need a community cloud to align with a specific 
community (i.e. joint others that have similar needs to 
you in terms of access, security, compliance, etc.)? 
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Ref. 1) Business Case (cont.) YES 
NEEDED 


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


1-6 You need a hybrid solution with a mixture of cloud 
service types or to integrate a cloud service with your 
in-house IT system?  


1-7 You need to meet varied performance demands (i.e. 
ensuring dependable performance even though demands 
may vary significantly either throughout the day or from 
one day to the next)? 


1-8 You need support for multiple customers with accounts 
that vary in terms of resource requirements (e.g. some 
have high storage and processing demands such as video 
while others have limited use for just email or browsing)? 


1-9 You need to accommodate for rapid business growth? 


1-10 You need the provision of a fast service response (e.g. 
when the system is down)?  


1-11 You need to meet time to market demands through rapid 
configuration and installation? 
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Ref. 1) Business Case (cont.) YES 
NEEDED 


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


1-12 You need support for specific operating systems (i.e. the 
cloud service provides a platform to support your own 
applications - the platform includes your choice of OS and 
other supportive programming services)?  


1-13 You need support for specific applications (i.e. you wish 
the cloud service to provide and control specific 
applications, such as email)? 


1-14 You need support for a platform only (i.e. you load your 
own operating systems and storage controls plus other 
software such as firewalls)? 


1-15 You need payments determined by on-demand usage 
(i.e. you pay on a metered basis depending on actual 
usage)? 


1-16 You need to minimise usage costs by biding for services 
(i.e. you have high computational needs but only wish to 
execute and pay when demand is low and costs are 
below your bid price)? 


1-17 You need to reduce operational risks associated with 
patching and updates (i.e. minimise security risks that are 
associated with keeping the applications and the OS fully 
updated)? 
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Ref. 1) Business Case (cont.) YES 
NEEDED 


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


1-18 You need provision of a reliable back-up service (i.e. the 
cloud service provider will automatically backup and 
restore your data as specified in the contract)? 


1-19 You need dependable reliability through a data centre 
Tier-level. (i.e. the provider conforms to the standard Tier 
levels, 1 to 4 that specify availability and redundancy)? 


1-20 You need support for multiple interfaces to suit PCs, 
tablets and mobiles. (i.e. access from a number of devices 
with differing servicing requirements)? 


1-21 You need connectivity via different communication 
technologies (e.g. GSM mobile, cable or PSTN land line)? 


1-22


1-23


1-24


1-25
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Ref. 2) Operational factors YES 
NEEDED


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


2-1 You need to ensure there are no unacceptable time lags 
(i.e. due to Internet speeds or geographical location of 
cloud servers) 


2-2 You need to ensure there are no unacceptable availability 
issues due to networking problems? 


2-3 You need to ensure there are no unacceptable reliability 
issues resulting in data loss or poor integrity? 


2-4 You need to ensure easy data transfer at the end of a 
cloud service contract? 


2-5 You need to ensure portability to another cloud service 
provider to meet your ongoing business requirements? 


2-6 You need the provision that large data sets can be readily 
downloaded when required? 


2-7 You do not wish to be locked-in to a particular cloud 
service provider (e.g. the provider uses data formats that 
are incompatible with other suppliers)? 
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Ref. 2) Operational factors (cont.) YES 
NEEDED


 UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


2-8 You need high openness and transparency in regard to 
the cloud service management capabilities? 


2-9 You need specific backup service requirements (e.g. 
incremental, every day, kept for 3 years, etc.)?  


2-10 You need the cloud service to provide a specific disaster 
recovery plan? 


2-11


2-12


2-13


2-14
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Ref. 3) Security and Privacy YES 
NEEDED 


 UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


3-1 You need specific data, such as personal information, to 
be encrypted? 


3-2 You have sensitive information (e.g. health information, 
sexual preferences, union membership, etc.) that 
requires special handling and protections?  


3-3 You will be storing Intellectual Property in the cloud that 
will need adequate protection? 


3-4 You need reassurances from the cloud service provider 
that your data will not be disclosed to third parties? 


3-5 You need to know that your data backups are adequately 
protected? 


3-6 You need your data to be actual deleted (i.e. erased) 
either when requested, or at the end of a contract? 


3-7 You need the cloud service to provide detailed reports on 
any data breaches? 
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Ref. 3) Security and Privacy (cont.) YES 
NEEDED


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


3-8 You need the cloud service to provide an audit trial on 
data access? 


3-9 You need to be sure your data is adequately isolated 
from other clients’ data (e.g. minimise jailbreaking 
potential with virtual servers)? 


3-10 You need to load and execute your own ICAM software 
(or equivalent) to control cloud access? 


3-11 You need a cloud service provider who does not make 
any secondary use of your information? 


3-12 You need a cloud service provider whose staff don't have 
unmonitored access to your data? 


3-13


3-14


3-15


3-16
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Ref. 4) Compliance and Legal YES 
NEEDED 


UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


4-1 You need reassurance regarding compliance with the 
Australian Privacy Principles? 


4-2 You need a cloud service provider with an adequate 
privacy policy? 


4-3 You need a cloud service provider with a designated 
privacy officer? 


4-4 You need a cloud service provider that has an incident 
reporting policy? 


4-5 You need liability cover from the cloud providers ‘Terms 
of Use’, e.g. consequence of data loss? 


4-6 You require good documentation from the cloud service 
provider to determine your cloud risks? 


4-7 You require specific training or education (e.g. to include 
'how to' videos) to be supplied by cloud service provider? 
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Ref. 4) Compliance and Legal (cont.) YES 
NEEDED 


 UNSURE NOT 
APPLICABLE 


4-8 You require that your data is not stored overseas or 
interstate? 


4-9 You need the provider to have suitable cloud compliance 
certification? 


4-10 You need a cloud provider that allows site visits to check 
compliance issues, professionalism, etc.? 


4-11


4-12


4-13


4-14


Completed by: 


Date: 


END OF ‘CLOUD BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST’ © Peter Croll 2016
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Cloud Privacy   and   Security  Top  15        Questions Checklist
The following checklist provides 15 key privacy and security questions to ask your cloud service 
provider. Use the text box to document your answers and your state your reasoning. 
For 'Not-Applicable' state 'NO' and give the reason. 


Q1: Will my cloud data be stored overseas? 
(To see why this is important, refer to the box below)  


NO 


YES


UNSURE 


Q2: Will they disclose any of my data to third parties? 


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


The advantage of using a cloud provider that keeps the data in Australia is that greater legal protections may 
apply. This is especially important with privacy protections as the Privacy Act 1988 includes legislation regarding 
cross-border disclosures (Australian Privacy Principle No. 8). In 2016, changes to the Privacy Act to include the 
introduction of mandatory reporting of serious data breaches are under consideration. In addition, the 
Australian Criminal Codes Act 1995 includes specific protection for digital data (e.g. hacking or distribution of 
malware).  


You should be aware that different countries have different laws that may allow access to stored data for 
purposes of law enforcement and national security. Overseas storage may work out cheaper with many cloud 
providers asking a higher price for Australian (or specific State) server locations. If it is viable to encrypted data, 
this can reduce the privacy risks with overseas storage, providing the cloud provider does not manage the keys. 


It is important to find out specifically where the data is stored, which includes backups and copies made for 
business continuity. Consider another cloud provider if they are not prepared to clearly specify this.  


This is important and can result in non-conformance of the Australian privacy laws (especially when you haven’t 
informed your customers of possible disclosures or have their explicit consent). Cloud services based overseas 
may have to disclose data to satisfy their own law enforcement and national security (as discussed in Q1 above). 
Some countries originally considered to be ‘Safe Harbours’ for data protection have lost this rating due to 
incidents (for example, in 2015 the EU stopped regard the US as a safe harbour).  


If you hold personal information about individuals and are uncomfortable with proposed disclosure arrangements 
that your cloud provider specifies, particularly where your express consent isn’t required before disclosure, you 
should shop around for a more suitable provider.  


Disclosure to third-parties can also result in in ‘loss of strategic business knowledge’. This should be regarded as 
a security rather than privacy concern. 
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Q3: Do they provide sufficiently comprehensive encryption services to protect 
personal information or company secrets?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q4: Do they provide a suitable ‘type’ of Data Centre for your business needs (e.g. 
appropriate Tier-level)?  


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Some cloud providers offer encryption services to give customers an additional level of protection for their stored 
data. Encryption services may be offered as a standard feature, or as an addition (for a fee) upon request. Good 
encryption greatly reduces the chance of a privacy disclosure resulting from a data breach. The Australian Privacy 
Commissioner has in the past found fault with companies who have had their data breached from the cloud yet 
neglected to make any encryption safeguards. Wherever possible, sensitive personal data should always be 
encrypted.  


If you are simply using cloud service to store your data, then encryption at source prior to upload should be straight 
forward. Complications occur when you are using cloud applications that store the data for you, possibly in their 
own format. For determining the security effectiveness, it is necessary to determine the way that encryption is 
applied. That is, many cloud service providers offer end-to-end encryption, that is encryption of any messages 
before it is transmitted across the Internet then decryption on arrive at the destination node. This may provide 
protection for files in transit yet it does not guarantee that any data stored on the cloud servers will not be hacked. 


If you are only using the cloud for data storage it may be possible to manage your own keys and encrypt before 
you store it and only decrypt when the file is being processed on a local machine. When your applications are 
actually executing in the cloud this approach will not work. Here you can use the encryption services of the cloud 
provider or use a third party provider to undertake encryption key management. Concern has been raised in the 
past over using the cloud provider to manage your keys. If they can be hacked, so can your keys. Consider the 
reputation of the provider and research what others say to satisfy your business needs. Questions below also 
consider the trustworthiness of the cloud provider and how you can apply greater security controls. Other 
concerns are the additional fees sometimes associated with backup of encrypted data.  


Different data centres provide differing levels of protection and availability. An entry level data centre will provide 
no duplication and a single uplink for the servers with availability up to 99.67% (i.e. downtime of up to 29 hours 
per annum). A comprehensive data centre will have multiple independent distribution paths, redundant duplicate 
servers and duplicate independent cooling/heating systems. They will quote an availability exceeding 99.995% (i.e. 
no more than 30 minutes downtime per annum).  


The American National Standards Institute defines these data centre types ranging from Tier-1 (simple) to Tier 4 
(comprehensive). A Tier-1 might represent a home file server running on a PC, i.e. no redundancy, no multiple 
internet links, little physical security or any special heating/cooling environments. Tier-2 adds redundancy such 
that you won’t lose connectivity and data if a single device fails plus a small improvement in availability (23 hours’ 
downtime p.a.). With Tier-3 you get multiple internet links and dual powered equipment plus greatly improved 
availability (1.6 hours’ downtime p.a.) Finally, Tier-4 ensures the highest fault-tolerance capabilities and the best 
availability (less than 30 minutes downtime p.a.).  
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Q5: Do they allow me to use my existing ICAM software (or equivalent) to control 
cloud access? 


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q6: Do they take reasonable steps to protect any data backups? 


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Some cloud providers allow companies to use their existing identity, credential and access management (ICAM) 
policies to access cloud data, while others use their own access management approach. If you already have an 
ICAM protocol in place, you will likely want to use that rather than creating a second, parallel system just for the 
cloud. 


Identity as a Service (IaaS, not to be confused with infrastructure as a service), is becoming more commonplace as 
enterprises move applications to the cloud. Today, vendors offer services for IaaS, single sign-on (SSO), multifactor 
authentication, Active Directory migration, password resets and provisioning for cloud-based applications such as 
Office 365. While service providers will debate the return on investment and other benefit of cloud versus on-site-
based ICAM, the client company needs to understand the differences based on their own security profile.  


Good IT security is one factor that is essential for data protection. Your cloud provider must spell out what security 
measures are in place. Do not assume they provide ‘any’ security protections if it is not specified. What is 
reasonable will depend on your application and the sensitivity of your data. This can be established through the 
risk assessment process.  


Note that, cloud providers often charge extra for security technologies such as fire walls and virus checks on files 
and emails. If you add your own third party software the provider will not take any responsibility if that lets you 
down. 


Backups are essential for business continuity yet they can present an additional privacy risk if not appropriately 
handled. Data backups provide additional resilience in the event of data loss and can reduce the risks associated 
with damage to your data integrity after a security breach. 


Depending on the cloud service provider they may only keep a backup for a limited time or not keep one at all. 
Additional backups usually require additional fees. These can be set, for example, keeping data for one day, one 
week, one month, three months, etc. The frequency of how often a backup is done will also be a consideration. This 
is because regular incremental backups will accumulate into large volumes over time.  


For example, one prominent cloud service provider charges for back up ranging from one week to seven years. Any 
backup that involves more than 1% change from the previous can result in additional fees. This can be significant in 
some circumstances, e.g. when the data set is encrypted, yet reasonable steps to protect backups include data 
encryption. Also, if server location may be important, i.e. check if the backups are also kept in the same country or 
state as the data. 
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Q7: Do they have a satisfactory disaster recovery plan? 


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q8: Do they adequately isolate my data from other clients’ data? 


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Disaster recovery is an important concern when your business depends on cloud services. Emergencies can be 
physical events such as storms, fires or floods resulting in data centre server damage or communication 
breakdowns. They can also be a result of unpredictable software failures, accidental damage by staff members or 
malicious damage by adversaries. If such emergencies occur they can exceed the normal downtime of a few hours, 
possibly extending to many days.  


Many businesses are now opting for disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS). They may be using the cloud as an 
integral part of their own backup strategy. Either way, this will increase your dependency on the cloud service 
provider’s disaster recovery ability. Find out what the service providers disaster recovery plans are in detail. For 
example, where do copies physically reside. A major weather event can effect a whole state. Can your 
communications be switched over when a large area is out of action? How long will it take to make a switch or 
bring up a backup? Are there any single points of failure if a major data centre goes down?  


The cost to ensure effective business continuity in the event of disasters will reflect how important it is for you to 
be online. This may not be so important if the rest of your business is out of action.  


The idea of a cloud service is to provide you with a virtual machine that can physically resides on one or more 
servers. This will provide users with automatic load balancing and redundancy. Unless you specify a ‘private’ cloud 
server the servers used will most likely be shared with other cloud clients (i.e. other businesses). Virtual servers do 
have protections in place to prevent one virtual machine from accessing data on another virtual machine (note, 
the software used to provide machine isolation across virtual servers is referred to as the hypervisor). However, it 
is always possible for these protections to fail or be breached allowing others to access your data. There is also 
concern that in some cases a government subpoena may demand access to a physical server allowing your data to 
be disclosed.  


Check the cloud service provider’s policies on shared virtual servers and consider a private server when highly 
sensitive data is involved.   
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Q9: Do they have reasonable policies regarding data transfers when my contract 
expires?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q10: Do they 'actually' delete my data, especially after my contract expires? 


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


At the end of your contract you have to take extra care that any personal data is protected. Transferring the 
data is not always straightforward, especially with large data sets, and such transfers can present high privacy 
risks.  


When your contract expires you may want to move to another vendor. The question is how easy is this and how 
locked in are you with a given cloud service provider?  


Moving large data sets from the cloud requires serious consideration (Note: it takes approximately one full day 
for every Terabyte you download assuming a very fast 100 Mega bit link working at full speed). Hence, some 
cloud service providers offer an ‘import’ service where a portable storage disk (e.g. 3-18 Terabytes) is loaned to 
allow the initial upload of your data. Check that they also provide an export (download) service and what format 
will it be in and how protected this is? Also consider, are there reasonable exit clauses in the contract to allow 
continuity for your online business? 


If you are deleting data for the purpose of protecting it from disclosure it is important that it does ‘actually’ get 
removed from all storage devices.  


When you give a command to delete data it is simply marked as deleted and will not be erased until it is 
overwritten by new data (note that date erasure is also known as data clearing or data wiping). When you 
control your own physical servers you can apply a data cleansing application to ensure old data is not 
recoverable, but in a cloud environment, when that will happen is unpredictable. Also, multiple copies are often 
retained in the cloud for synchronisation, backup and load balancing purposes. Does your cloud service provider 
ensure data is suitably erased and cleansed from their system, especially when your contract ends? 


Some cloud providers delete your data when your contract expires. Others may keep your data for reuse, which 
presents a higher privacy risk. Note that, Australian privacy laws require organisations to either destroy or de-
identify information (i.e. removing all identifiable information) when it is no longer required. Be aware that 
‘data anonymization’ practices used by some cloud service providers are not effective de-identification methods 
(i.e. the identity of individuals can still be determined by linking with other identifiable data). Check what their 
‘data deletion’ practices actually are. 
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Q11: Do they ensure adequate transfer and security measures when changing cloud 
service providers?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q12: Do they have adequate procedures for reporting any data breaches?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q13: Do they have adequate procedures for auditing account activities?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Changing cloud service provider may not be your choice. They offer a relatively new business model that 
subsequently comes with risks. Some providers have gone out of business or merged to stay afloat. When this 
happens you may, at best, only get a couple of weeks’ notice to download and move all your data. 


Does your provider have detailed written plans for data transfer to another provider? Will this involve extra charges, 
especially if you need to make an export to physical disk. Find out what format the data will be in, will it be encrypted 
and protected during transfer?  


Will the cloud service provider inform you if they are aware of a data breach? You have responsibilities to your 
customers to let them know when a breach has occurred. The Australian government provides best practice 
guidelines for business on how to handle a breach (www.oaic.gov.au). In 2016, changes to the Privacy Act to include 
the introduction of mandatory reporting of serious data breaches are under consideration.  


To be compliant, you will have to know that a breach has occurred. Auditing can help (see Q13) but specialist 
software is required to identify unauthorised activity. Will you be installing breach notification software or relying 
on your cloud service provider to inform you what a breach has occurred. Check the provider’s policy on data breach 
notification and determine if it is adequate for your needs. 


Who has access to what can be determined by an audit. More precisely which legitimate account was used to 
access which data or service can be ascertained from an audit trail.  


Privacy breaches can occur not only from security breaches but when those who have authorisation are accessing 
information they are not entitled to. That is, their computer permissions are configured to allow data access but 
they haven’t got the consent of the individuals to whom the information relates to. The audit trails show each 
accesses and allows the legitimacy of that access to be determined (for example, legitimate access could be a result 
of the information being requested under a court order OR a medical record being accessed, without explicit 
consent from the individual, in a hospital’s emergency department).  
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Q14: Do they have suitable Cloud Provider compliance certifications?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Q15: Do they permit you to visit and inspect their data centres?


NO 


YES 


UNSURE 


Completed by: 


Date: 


END OF ‘CLOUD PRIVACY AND SECURITY TOP 15 QUESTIONS CHECKLIST’ 


Does the cloud service provider have any compliance certifications that will offer reassurance of good privacy 
protection measures? The Australian government has certified some providers as suitable for their agencies to 
use for certain levels of confidentiality. Some private organisations provide certification of cloud service 
providers. Nothing is a guarantee of trustworthy service provision yet certification that has approval from 
independent and reliable sources is likely to present a lower risk than uncertified, less well known providers. 
Undertake your own research as part of the risk assessment. 


Note that many overseas providers will quote American certifications. For example, Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), 
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA), Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HiTECH).  


Although these US standards may not be directly applicable for Australian businesses, they do provide a level of 
reassurance on the quality control the cloud provider must comply with.  


Although your data will reside on a virtual server they still need to have physical servers on which they are 
based. You can learn a lot from a site visit. There are many security issues associated with physical 
protections. International security management standards specify that server rooms should be locked and 
only accessed by authorised personnel. Are networking rooms open to employees without security clearance? 
Do they require you sign in with photo id, do they have cameras and locked doors or gated entries? Do the 
employees wear id badges? All these are signs of good security practice. The Pentagon was breached once by 
somebody using a USB they found in a car park, when several had been left there deliberately. Hence, can 
the network be breached by insiders using personal devices? These are questions your CIO or IT manager can 
ask. If you are a small business, you can always engage a security consultant to undertake such a visit to be sure 
of good working practices.  


If they don’t allow formal site visits you might want to consider why. 
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CASE STUDY for Cloud Risk Analysis 
Overview 
A medium size business ‘BrizSec’ provides home security systems and response support. Based in 
South East Queensland they install security alarms and sensors to homes and small business 
together with a 24/7 monitoring service and security personnel call-out. Each installation is custom 
made to suit the premises and connected via landline and GSM mobile to the head office. If an alarm 
is triggered an automated response is generated which includes contacting the owners and 
dispatching BrizSec’s security personnel to attend the premises.  


Currently they operate their own IT systems from BrizSec’s head office where all alarm calls are 
directed. The system contains the alarm configuration for each property, security codes and financial 
information on their customers. Through a secure link, the staff can access the essential alarm data 
online for resolving any problems while attending the customer’s premises. As the business is 
expanding the company is looking to make use of cloud services.  


They hope to reduce their in-house computing costs, reduce reliance on in-house IT staff (which 
suffer from a high employment turnover) improve system reliability and enhance their security. 
Another key aim is to allowing for planned customer growth through the acquisition of other home 
security businesses that lack a call-out service. These planned acquisitions will limit their ability to 
raise capital expenditure to pay for the necessary expansion of their in-house IT systems. Adopting a 
pay-as-you-go cloud service is seen as a distinct advantage in a period of uncertain growth.   


STEP 1 – Threshold Assessment 
The threshold assessment found that it was necessary to complete a Cloud Risk Analysis since one or 
more answer was ‘YES’ as follows: 


Q1: Will you be managing or storing personal information in the cloud? – YES 
Q2: Is it critical for your business to have 24/7 availability 365 days a year– YES 
Q3: Does any of the information being managed and stored in the cloud include intellectual 
property that is of value to your business? – YES 
Q4: Do all of your specified types of access devices need to be available at any given time – YES 
Q5: Do you require a reliable backup service from your cloud provider? – UNSURE 
Q6: Do you need to be consulted on any cloud data breaches? – YES 
Q7: Do you need special disaster recovery plans for any emergencies? – NO 
Q8: Do you have any concerns with overseas storage of cloud data? - NO 
Q9: When your contract terminates will you need to download any large data sets? – UNSURE 
Q10: Do you have any concerns if your data is not ‘actually’ deleted (i.e. erased), either when 
requested or at the termination of your contract? - NO 


A copy of the completed Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist, to include comments that justify 
these answers, is given in Appendix 1.  
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STEP 2 – Plan and Scope the CRA 
Scale the CRA 
The following issues were considered in deciding the overall scale of the CRA: 


1. The quantity of personal information being handled – YES, 10,000 customer records 
2. The sensitivity of this information, e.g. personal health records – NO, very limited  
3. When company secrets are included, e.g. Intellectual Property – YES, alarm configurations 
4. Information will be shared with others such as other businesses or government agencies – NO 
5. You plan to outsource some of the collection or handling of personal information – NO 
6. There will be aggregation of databases or data matching across databases– NO 
7. Entirely new collections of information are planned or new reasons for collection or disclosure – NO. 
8. New technology is required for handling or storing e.g. mobile interfaces – YES 
9. When there is likely to be any community or media interest in the privacy aspects of the project – NO 
10. Information will be processed or stored off-shore, i.e. the cloud servers are located overseas – YES 
11. When the cloud provider has access to your data or controls the encryption keys – NO 
12. When you need redundancy for business continuity or specific disaster recovery plans – YES 
13. When you need your data isolated form other clients using the cloud– NO 
14. If you have very large data sets for initial upload or download at termination of a contract– NO 
15. If you need an audit and notification of any data breaches– YES 


Initial indications from the above, where 6 answers are YES out of 15, imply a report of medium complexity.  


Stages of development 
The project involves the migration to the cloud of a well-established system. Although the migration 
will need some new software scripts and possible application interfaces the majority of the software 
has been developed. The necessary reconfiguration plus the development and testing of the new 
software would not be regarded as ‘minor’ updates. Hence, based on the table in the eBook section 
WHAT are the steps involved?, this project will therefore be treated as an ‘Advanced’ stage project 
in terms of project planning, i.e.:  


Advanced stage: “Projects are at a relatively advanced stage of development. The majority of the 
details are known and the mitigation of any risks can be verified. In project management this would 
refer to the post ‘Planning’ and later ‘Execution’ stages. 


Therefore, the report can include: 


• A detailed mapping of information flows; 
• All the key questions satisfactorily answered; 
• A detailed risk analysis and recommendations to minimise to acceptable levels, and; 
• A ‘comprehensive’ CRA report of between 30-75 pages (OR if more than 5 HIGH level 


risks are identified then a ‘detailed’ CRA, approximately 75-150 pages). 
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Scope lists  
The following tables shows the topics included (in scope), excluded (out-of-scope) and undecided 
(flagged-for-consideration). 


1. CRM system  
1.1. New customers 


1.1.1. Leads 
1.1.2. Financial enquiries 
1.1.3. Contracts 


1.2. Current customers  
1.2.1. Initial installation 
1.2.2. Alarm configuration 
1.2.3. Premises address/access 


details 
1.2.4. Repairs  
1.2.5. Updating personal 


information 
1.2.6. Financial enquiries 
1.2.7. Complaints 
1.2.8. Override codes 


1.3. Anonymous customers 
1.4. Company announcements 


2. Social networks 
2.1. Facebook 
2.2. Twitter 


3. Staff 
3.1. Salaries 
3.2. Timekeeping 
3.3. Personnel records 
3.4. Training 
3.5. Contact details 


4. Alarm systems 
4.1. Configurations 
4.2. Parts 
4.3. Data sheets 
4.4. Schematics 
4.5. Procurement 


5. Financials 
5.1. Customer accounts 


5.1.1. Direct debits 
5.1.2. Credit cards 
5.1.3. Agreed account holders 


5.2. Tax 
5.3. Sales projections 
5.4. Company accounts 
5.5. Pay roll 
5.6. Superannuation  
5.7. Assets 
5.8. Statistics (di-identified) 


 


6. IT support 
6.1. Network design 
6.2. Equipment lists 
6.3. Back-up 
6.4. Business continuity 
6.5. Access control 
6.6. Data quality 
6.7. Data security 


6.7.1. Network security 
6.7.2. WiFi 
6.7.3. Mobile devices 


6.8. Data identifiers  
6.9. Disaster recovery 


7. Other records 
7.1. Scanned Fax’s 


1.1.1. Scanned application forms  
1.2. Audio/video recordings 


8. Policies and Procedures 
8.1.1. Privacy Policy 
8.1.2. Company vision, mission and 


values 
8.1.3. Code of conduct 
8.1.4. Computer use policy 
8.1.5. Complaints policy 
8.1.6. Standards 
8.1.7. Data retention policy 
8.1.8. Audits 


8.2. Minutes 
8.2.1. Management meetings 
8.2.2. IT/Audit meetings 
8.2.3. Board meetings 


8.3. External Clients 
8.3.1. MoUs 
8.3.2. Terms of agreements 
8.3.3. External Privacy Policies  
8.3.4. Contracts  
8.3.5. Tenders 
8.3.6. Service level agreements 


9. Marketing 
9.1. Advertising 
9.2. Sales 
1.3. Communications  
1.4. Branding 
1.5. Competitor analysis 
1.6. Customer’s testimonials
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STEP 3 – Determine Requirements 
The staff member responsible for compiling this report interviewed the key stakeholders. From 
these discussions the Cloud Business Requirements Checklist was completed. A summary of the 
results are as follows: 


1) Business Case (21 questions answered) 
• 8 questions were identified as ‘YES NEEDED’ as they matched the specific requirements 
• 7 questions were identified as ‘UNSURE’ since either the benefits may not be realised or 


the final design has not been decided 
• 6 questions were identified as ‘NOT APPLICABLE’  


 
2) Operational Factors (10 questions) 


• 7 questions were identified as ‘YES NEEDED’ as they matched the specific requirements 
• 1 questions were identified as ‘UNSURE’ since the final design has not been decided 
• 2 questions were identified as ‘NOT APPLICABLE’  


 
3) Security and Privacy (12 questions) 


• 4 questions were identified as ‘YES NEEDED’ as they matched the specific requirements 
of ensuring good security and privacy  


• 3 questions were identified as ‘UNSURE’ since the use of sensitive data was unknown 
and the robustness of maintaining the security keys with cloud applications needs 
further investigation 


• 5 questions were identified as ‘NOT APPLICABLE’ since the use of encryption for all 
stored data and the in-house management of encryption keys avoided these concerns 


 
4) Compliance and Legal (10 questions) 


• 3 questions were identified as ‘YES NEEDED’ as they matched the specific requirements 
• 3 questions were identified as ‘UNSURE’ since liability issues will depend on the final 


design (i.e. all cloud solution or otherwise) and if government contracts are secured in 
the future. 


• 4 questions were identified as ‘NOT APPLICABLE’ since the use of data encryption and 
in-house staff to manage the compliance issues 


A complete copy of the ‘Cloud Business Requirements Checklist’, to include comments that justify 
the responses, is shown in Appendix 2.  
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STEP 4: Map Information Flows 
A mapping of the information flow showed where the key components resided and how access is 
made with the current IT system.  


The plan for the cloud usage is to move the data storage in the company database into the cloud and 
remove the dependency with the local Head Office IT system in Brisbane. There are two potential 
solutions being sought as follows: 


The above diagram shows the first potential solution which aims to place all the company’s IT 
functions (as identified by the In-Scope list above) across to the cloud and move the backup service 
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to the Brisbane office. A limited company network will remain in the Brisbane head office for local 
processing and business continuity of the cloud service fails. The customer’s alarm systems will be 
upgraded to allow direct connectivity to the Internet via land lines (PSTN) or Mobile (GSM). 
Customers will make access via a web browser straight to the cloud service provider using HTTPS to 
secure browser messaging as appropriate. Staff will only be able to access via the office consoles and 
via the internet (ISP or GSM mobile) using custom applications running a VPN.  


The above diagram shows the second potential solution where all IT services (as identified by the In-
Scope list above) are relocated into the cloud accessible from any location. Office PC’s for service 
staff are replaced with laptops that make connection over WiFi or GSM as appropriate using an ISP. 
Mobile solutions will use custom applications running a VPN.  


All the data redundancy and backup is handled by the cloud services. Security protections for 
message-passing is through a VPN for file transfers and HTTPS for browser messaging.  


Note that, in both solutions a limited office IT function will be retained for salaries, financial and 
external contracts as identified as ‘out-of-scope’ in the scope listing. Some of these function may be 
moved into the cloud but will continue to operate as separate projects using other cloud providers 
who supply software as a service.  
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STEP 5: Determine and Analyse Risks 
The Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet was completed using the drop down selections and text boxes. 
Twenty risks were determined. The summary was copied from the risk spreadsheet as follows: 


RISK 
ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK 


VALUE RISK LEVEL 


1 
Upfront ICT infrastructure costs 
not sufficiently reduced when 
adopting cloud services 


POSSIBLE MODERATE 9 MEDIUM 


2 
Operational costs, such as 
storage and computation, not 
sufficiently reduced 


UNLIKELY MODERATE 6 LOW 


3 
Load sharing capacity not 
meeting peek demands for your 
business 


RARE MAJOR 4 LOW 


4 
Not providing adequate rapid 
service response (e.g. less than 
1 hr 365 days on 24/7 basis) 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


5 


Time to market demands not 
met due to initialisation or 
configuration time lags by cloud 
service provider 


UNLIKELY MODERATE 6 LOW 


6 
Backup service too costly 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


7 
Inappropriate type of data 
centre (e.g. Tier-level) POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


8 
Interfaces to mobile devices not 
suitable POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


9 
Unacceptable availability due to 
networking problems LIKELY MODERATE 12 MEDIUM 


10 
Inadequate disaster recovery 
plan POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


11 
Sensitive information not 
adequately protected LIKELY MAJOR 16 HIGH 


12 
Intellectual Property not 
adequately protected POSSIBLE CATASTROPHIC 15 HIGH 
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RISK 
ID 


RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK 
VALUE RISK LEVEL 


13 


Data disclosed to third parties 


UNLIKELY MODERATE 6 LOW 


14 
Data backups not adequately 
protected POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


15 


Data not actual deleted (i.e. 
erased) at end of contract POSSIBLE MINOR 6 LOW 


16 


Data breaches not sufficiently 
detailed LIKELY MODERATE 12 MEDIUM 


17 


Inadequate or no audit on data 
access LIKELY MODERATE 12 MEDIUM 


18 


Poor or inadequate 
documentation to determine 
cloud risks 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


19 
Inadequate cloud compliance 
certification POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


20 
Cloud provider does not allow 
site visits to check compliance 
issues 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


The Cloud Risk Analysis identified 20 potential risks consisting of: 


• 2 HIGH risks;
• 13 MEDIUM, and;
• 5 LOW risks.


MEDIUM risks are in the range of Risk-Level 8-12. It is noted that 12 of these risks are Risk-Level=12 
the high end of the range for MEDIUM risks. Hence if any higher rating was estimated for either 
‘Likelihood’ or ‘Impact’, this would raise these MEDIUM risks to HIGH.  
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STEP 6: Formulate Recommendations 
Recommendations for management are provided in the Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet. The 
spreadsheet includes the ‘Rationale’ behind the risk levels assigned and the ‘Mitigation Strategy’ 
that would reduce the risk down to an acceptable level.  


For the two HIGH risk identified, the recommendations are as follows: 


Risk 
No. 


Risk Recommendation 


11 Sensitive 
information not 
adequately 
protected 


Review the collection and use of sensitive information (as defined by the 
Privacy Act 1988) and determine the essential business use of such personal 
information. If this can be keep separate from the cloud and yet still provide 
the business service with the degree of safety and confidentiality required, 
then pursue this option. If keeping sensitive information away from the cloud 
is not considered possible then review the security procedures in place and 
the strength of protections through encryption and authentication methods 
used (e.g. two factor). Review this as part of an annual security and privacy 
audit.  


12 Intellectual 
Property not 
adequately 
protected 


Review the collection and use of IP information and determine its essential 
business use for online access. Where IP information must reside in the cloud 
then review the security procedures in place and the strength of protections 
through encryption and authentication methods used (e.g. two factor). 
Review this as part of an annual security audits.  


Both of these identified HIGH risks above question the necessity to hold more sensitive and secret 
information in the cloud (or even online) where it may be more vulnerable from a breach. As these 
are HIGH risks they need addressing early on in the design and implementation stages of this cloud 
project. Both these HIGH risks will have more influence which cloud service provider should be 
selected rather than determine which of the two design should be adopted.   


For the 13 identified MEDIUM risks the recommendations are as follows: 


Risk 
No. 


Risk Recommendation 


1 Upfront ICT infrastructure 
costs not sufficiently 
reduced when adopting 
cloud services 


Undertake a detailed costing of providing the in-house backup and 
company network to include any projected major upgrades. Review the 
costs against the risks of full dependence on the cloud service provider. 
Include this as part of the annual ICT review. Consider using a second 
cloud supplier for backup to spread the dependency risks.  


4 Not providing adequate 
rapid service response 
(e.g. less than 1 hr 365 
days on 24/7 basis) 


Research the quality of service for the selected cloud service suppliers. 
Don't take the lowest cost approach even if the cloud service provider 
claims to provide good service unless you have good recommendations 
from other users.  


6 Backup service too costly Ensure that individual files are encrypted rather than the whole data 
set and that the incremental backup service used can cope with 
individual encrypted files.  


7 Inappropriate type of 
data centre (e.g. Tier-
level) 


Carefully consider the balance between costs and reliability and choose 
a Tier-level that meets the minimal acceptable reliability measure in 
terms of downtime as specified in the customers' service contracts. 
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Risk 
No. 


Risk Recommendation 


8 Interfaces to mobile 
devices not suitable 


Develop a short technical report on the current and projected mobile 
usage and what technologies they require. Ensure this is included in the 
cloud service needs analysis and annual progress reporting. Carefully 
consider any changes to current mobile interfaces and the projected 
development costs this will incur.  


9 Unacceptable availability 
due to networking 
problems 


Ensure your ISP provider has the same level of reliability as your cloud 
provider. Use a design that avoids single points of failure and consider 
alternative technologies with your redundancy options, e.g. mobile (via 
GSM) and landline (via PSTN).  


10 Inadequate disaster 
recovery plan 


Ensure a comprehensive in-house disaster recovery plan is in place. 
Review how well the cloud service provider and your network services 
meet your needs. Balance the risks of a disaster occurring against the 
costs for providing rapid recovery. Review these plans as part of an 
ongoing annual audit which should take into account other adverse 
events that have occurred over the past year.  


14 Data backups not 
adequately protected 


Either maintain the backups in-house, as proposed by the first 
proposed cloud network design OR ensure that encryption keys are not 
maintained by the cloud service provider.  


16 Data breaches not 
sufficiently detailed 


If the cloud service provider cannot provide sufficiently detailed breach 
notifications, then ensure data remains encrypted and the keys are not 
easily compromised. Review at the annual security and privacy audits 
the risk of data being breached from the applications or any data in 
non-encrypted form. Revise this risk level to HIGH if this is likely.    


17 Inadequate or no audit on 
data access 


Implement an audit of all account access that is secure and available to 
authorised personnel.  


18 Poor or inadequate 
documentation to 
determine cloud risks 


Ensure company policy includes the need to maintain good ICT 
documentation. This needs to cover both in-house and contracted 
suppliers. Use alternative suppliers if they are unwilling to provide the 
details needed. 


19 Inadequate cloud 
compliance certification 


The business needs analysis requires a high degree of reliance from the 
cloud service provider to meet its safety standards. Review the types of 
compliance certification available and select a provider accordingly. 
Include this review in the annual privacy and security audits.   


20 Cloud provider does not 
allow site visits to check 
compliance issues 


Use the option of a site visit to test out the professionalism of the 
selected cloud service provider. Don't avoid this if they are located 
overseas, simple ask if a local consultant can visit. For larger well 
established organisations this may be seen as a lower risk, although no 
provider is immune from bad practice that leads to breaches. If they 
are open to a visit then this indicates a lower risk, if they are unwilling 
then carefully consider the options and review what other businesses 
say about this provider.  


These MEDIUM risk identified above need addressing as part of the cloud selection process. 


The risks that determining the cloud design configuration to be used, include: 1, 6, 8, 9, 14, 17. 


The risks that determine which cloud service provider to select, include: 1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 16, 18, 19, 20. 


Any MEDIUM risk can become a HIGH risk over time and should not, therefore, be ignored. 
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The five LOW risks identified need to be addresses as part of the ongoing and annual privacy and 
security reviews. 


A full copy of the ‘Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet’, showing the Risk-Levels, Recommendations, 
Mitigation Strategies and Rationale is given in Appendix 3. 


STEP 7: Finalise Project Design 
Is the project viable? 
The risk recommendations given in Step 6 are all considered to be achievable and reasonable. 
Hence, if these recommendations are followed there is no reason why the project can’t proceed. Its 
viability will depend on the costs. These will need to be calculated based on the cloud service 
provider pricing structure. 


What design should be used? 
Step 4 above mapped out two possible design configurations. Both are workable yet present 
different risks as follows: 


• Design 1 (i.e. back-up remains in-house) – mostly affected by risks 11, 12 where an in-house
backup is not as well protected as it might be when encrypted and stored in the cloud. Also,
risk 1 where the cost savings for moving to the cloud are off-set by the need to maintain the
in-house IT systems and skilled IT staff to manage it.


• Design 2 (i.e. processing and back-up all in the cloud) – the main concern is risk 14 where the
data back-up is not adequately protected (note this would only apply if a second cloud
service is used just for back-up as the files will normally be encrypted). Also, risk 6 if the
incremental back-up is too large (possibly due to the encryption of larger files sets) and risk
10 where the disaster recovery plan might need a duplicate separate from the cloud service.


Other risks apply to both design approaches. 


The risk analysis stage identified 2 HIGH level risks and 13 MEDIUM level risks out of a total of 20. As 
stated in Step 5 above, 12 of the MEDIUM level risks were at the high end of the scale and could 
easily become HIGH risks.  


Based on the above, the recommendation is to commence with the in-house back-up of design 1. 
This reduces the complete reliance on the cloud service providers and permits a phased approach to 
design 2 at a later stage. The following compliance steps and reporting will be based on design 1. If, 
and when, design 2 is adopted the CRA should be revisited and the compliance checks in Step 8 
should be repeated.  


It is considered important to determine and fix the design at this stage so that the selection of the 
cloud service provider is not design dependant. This is to avoid considering more than one design 
option while looking at the cloud service providers. Such an approach could increase dependency 
and cause undesirable lock-in to a given cloud service provider.  
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STEP 8: Check Legal Compliance 
Does my Business need to comply with the Privacy Act? 
The questionnaire on compliance with the Privacy Act resulted in ‘YES’. This was due to the fact the 
company is a formal business entity that collects personal information and has a turnover of greater 
than $3 Million per annum (note turnover includes ‘all’ income but excludes assets, capital gains or 
proceeds of capital sales).  


Is the project APP compliant? 
The legal compliance checklist was completed. Two checklist questions were identified as ‘Needs 
Improvement’. This includes:  


i) the need to update the company Privacy Policy to ensure the cloud storage and handling
is included – especially under the topic of overseas storage, and;


ii) the need to have a policy on the timely destruction of personal information which is
currently kept longer than necessary after a contract has expired.


Many checklist questions were identified as ‘Not Applicable’. These include: 


i) the ability to work with customers anonymously where the type of alarm security
services supplied do not make this a viable option;


ii) the collection of information either unsolicited or required by law does not apply;
iii) the secondary use of information does not occur;
iv) there are no plans for direct marketing;
v) overseas disclosure will not occur, and;
vi) government identifiers are not utilised in this project.


A copy of the ‘Cloud APP Compliance Checklist’, to include comments that justify the responses, is 
shown in Appendix 4. 


STEP 9: Select your Cloud Provider 
A new updated version of the ‘Cloud Business Requirements Checklist’ was created. The changes 
include: 


• Q1 – costings to make a comparison with the current system and the selected design 1 were
produced as recommended by Risk 1.


• Q2 – changed from UNSURE to YES – requires costings as per Q1 above
• Q4 – changed from UNSURE to NO – company size does not justify private cloud – use of own


encryption and key handling addresses privacy and security concerns.
• Q7 – changed from UNSURE to NO – performance testing showed that demands can be met.
• Q12 – changed from UNSURE to YES – Microsoft Windows Server 2012 required.
• Q14 – changed from UNSURE to NO – see Q12.
• Q17 – changed from UNSURE to YES
• Q18 – changed from UNSURE to NO – the selected design does not require back-up services (if this is


needed later for design 2, and is not available, a second cloud supplier may be used).
• Q27 – changed from UNSURE to NO – the design selected does not need a large download as


everything is replicated in-house.
• Q30 – changed from YES to NO – see Q18.
• Q33 – changed from UNSURE to NO – the HIGH Risk No. 11 identified the need to remove sensitive


information from the cloud. Personal records will now be flagged and details provided by phone.
• Q37 – changed from UNSURE to NO – client controlled encryption will make this unnecessary.
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• Q38 – changed from UNSURE to YES – for serious breaches which may have compromised the
applications and security protections.


• Q48 – changed from UNSURE to NO – the design selected will not require any special liability cover.


A complete copy of the ‘Cloud Business Requirements Checklist (UPDATED)’, is shown in 
Appendix 5.  


Cloud Supplier Selection 
Market research on cloud services revealed many suitable suppliers. The need for high cloud 
reliability together with a professional business services pointed to a shortlist of 4 potential 
suppliers. For the purpose of this Case Study one was selected that met the needs. This was Telstra’s 
cloud service which provides a high degree of adequate documentation and support, see: 
https://www.telstra.com.au/business-enterprise/solutions/cloud-services.  


Top questions to ask your cloud service provider 
The ‘Cloud Privacy and Security top 15 Questions Checklist’ was completed using the detailed 
documentation supplied by Telstra’s Business and Enterprise Cloud services. The key concerns 
included: 


• Q1 – Overseas Storage - YES - both offshore and local data centres are available
• Q3 – Adequate encryption - YES - the client can also use their own security software for encryption to


meet their standards
• Q4 – Tier-level of data centre - YES - equivalent to Tier 3 or better
• Q5 – Use of own ICAM software or equivalent - YES - the client can use their own security software for


encryption to meet their standards
• Q6 – Protection of backup - YES - backup data is encrypted. The client is given the key and no copies


are held.
• Q7 – Disaster recovery plans - YES - available at extra cost
• Q8 – Adequate data isolation from other clients - YES - private (dedicated) servers can be configured
• Q9 – Contract lock-in with cloud service supplier - YES - no lock-in or special formats used
• Q10 – Actual deletion (erasure) of data - YES - private (dedicated) servers are reformatted after each


contract
• Q11 – Data transfer to another cloud provider - YES - transfer via portable hard disks with encrypted


data for an additional fee
• Q13 – Account auditing - YES - an additional fee applies
• Q14 – Cloud compliance certification - YES - Cisco Cloud and Managed Services Program (CMSP)


certification
• Q15 – Site visits - NO - not standard policy


Also the following question the answer remained UNSURE. 


• Q12 – Data breach reporting - UNSURE - serious breaches will be notified


A copy of the ‘Cloud Privacy and Security top 15 Questions Checklist’, to include comments that justify the 
responses, is shown in Appendix 6. 


The service offered met all the business needs for this project. Detailed costings demonstrated that 
the project would be viable with this cloud service.  
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STEP 10: Prepare CRA report 
A ‘Comprehensive’ report was produced to include an ‘Executive Summary’ plus all the information 
supplied in this Case Study. The content of the final report is outlined in the eBook section: HOW do I 
prepare the CRA report? 


STEP 11: Present your results 
The report was presented to the key stakeholders. Several recommendations were given to ensure a 
smooth transition from the current system to the cloud. The project was given the go ahead and an 
in-house project manager was assigned.  


STEP 12: Follow up 
The project manager took over the responsibility of task managing and recording the actions. The 
final steps in the ‘Steps for the CRA Checklist’ were all checked-off and signed. Copies of all the 
checklists, spreadsheets and reports were dated, protected from changes and stored on the shared 
drive.  
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APPENDIX 1: Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist 
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APPENDIX 2: Cloud Business Requirements Checklist 
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APPENDIX 3: Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet 
 


RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


1 
Upfront ICT infrastructure costs not sufficiently 
reduced when adopting cloud services POSSIBLE MODERATE 9 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Reduce reliance on Company Network and in-house Backup services.  


RATIONALE: 
It is POSSIBLE that the initial cloud solution that requires in-house backup will prevent the aim of reducing upfront ICT costs. Backup is not 
required for redundancy for online queries, only the reinstatement of files after a major failure, hence the impact is considered to be MODERATE.     


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Undertake a detailed costing of providing the in-house backup and company network to include any projected major upgrades. Review the costs 
against the risks of full dependence on the cloud service provider. Include this as part of the annual ICT review. Consider using a second cloud 
supplier for backup to spread the dependency risks.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


2 
Operational costs, such as storage and 
computation, not sufficiently reduced UNLIKELY MODERATE 6 LOW 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Switch from a Pay on Demand to alternative lower cost strategy.  


RATIONALE: 
Storage and computational needs are not excessive and don't contribute to significant additional costs with the provision of current ICT 
infrastructure. The risk is that cost go up through cloud usage yet due to low demand this is considered to be UNLIKELY.  The impact is considered 
to be MODERATE as the project is cost sensitive yet the costs are not predicted to be excessive.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Undertake a detailed costing of computational and storage needs. Monitor the usage and demand over a three-month cycle.  If costs are more 
than double that predicted, then consider switching to lower cost options if available and viable.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


3 
Load sharing capacity not meeting peek 
demands for your business RARE MAJOR 4 LOW 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Change configuration or cloud service supplier 


RATIONALE: 
The computational demands are not excessive and will be spread out over the day. Peak demand is only likely to occur as a result of an emergency 
situation such as widespread floods, bushfires etc. Alarm service in such emergency situations is not guaranteed a timely response. Hence, it is 
considered RARE that such demands will occur although the impact on the business is considered to be MAJOR in the short term.    


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Calculate the maximum peak demand caused by a emergency situation. Ensure the cloud service provider can support such demand.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


4 
Not providing adequate rapid service response 
(e.g. less than 1 hr 365 days on 24/7 basis) POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Use a cloud service provider with good service response. 


RATIONALE: 
It is POSSIBLE with lower cost cloud service suppliers to not provide the stated service response when there are faults. The impact to the business 
is considered MAJOR as the properties would be unprotected during any downtime.   


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Research the quality of service for the selected cloud service suppliers. Don't take the lowest cost approach even if the cloud service provider 
claims to provide good service unless you have good recommendations from other users.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


5 
Time to market demands not met due to 
initialisation or configuration time lags by cloud 
service provider 


UNLIKELY MODERATE 6 LOW 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Use a cloud service provider with acceptable and reliable response times to configuration and initialisation requests 


RATIONALE: 
The customers will be informed of the time lag to set up a new service. It is considered UNLIKELY that the cloud service provider will not be able to 
meet their stated response times for configuration or initialisation requests. The consequence of any such delay is not good for the business from 
a customer satisfaction point of view but overall the impact is considered MODERATE if it only occurs infrequently.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Check the response times to any configuration or installation changes that are needed for new customers. Select a cloud supplier that meets your 
needs based on your customer's service contract or revise the contracts to suit.   
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


6 
Backup service too costly 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Ensure individual files are encrypted not whole data sets or keep backup in-house or change cloud service supplier.  


RATIONALE: 
Some cloud service providers change backup on an incremental basis, i.e. only those files that have been modified. It is POSSIBLE that this is 
problematic when whole data sets are encrypted. The cost impact to the business can be major.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Ensure that individual files are encrypted and that the incremental backup service used can cope with encrypted files.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


7 
Inappropriate type of data centre (e.g. Tier-
level) POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP11: Security of personal 
information       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Choose a higher Tier-level 


RATIONALE: 
It is considered POSSIBLE that the Tier-level used for the cloud service is inadequate for the business needs, especially if cost reduction is the 
primary aim. The impact is considered to be MAJOR as it will not meet the reliability needs for the business.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Carefully consider the balance between costs and reliability and choose a Tier-level that meets the minimal acceptable reliability measure in terms 
of downtime as specified in the customers' service contracts. 
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


8 
Interfaces to mobile devices not suitable 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Change to a cloud service provider that can support the mobile interfaces required OR use different mobile interfaces that suit the cloud service 
provider OR build in-house mobile interfaces to suit  


RATIONALE: 
Due to the need for direct cloud connectivity form the mobile workforce and some special interfacing needs that currently exist, it is considered 
POSSIBLE that the cloud service provider will not support all the technologies needed for direct mobile interface. The current business model relies 
on mobile access for off-site working and changes to the current interfaces, e.g. a switch to web access through HTTPS, would have a MAJOR 
impact on the business in the short term.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Develop a short technical report on the current and projected mobile usage and what technologies they require. Ensure this is included in the 
cloud service needs analysis and annual progress reporting. Carefully consider any changes to current mobile interfaces and the projected 
development costs this will incur.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


9 
Unacceptable availability due to networking 
problems LIKELY MODERATE 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Include network reliability in your overall system availability calculations.  


RATIONALE: 
It is considered LIKELY that networking issues will occur in additional to cloud service reliability issues. This is considered to have a MODERATE 
impact in the short term. 


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Ensure your ISP provider has the same level of reliability as your cloud provider. Use a design that avoids single points of failure and consider 
alternative technologies with your redundancy options, e.g. mobile (via GSM) and landline (via PSTN).  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


10 
Inadequate disaster recovery plan 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP10: Quality of personal 
information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information     


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Use cloud and network service providers that will meet your disaster recovery needs. 


RATIONALE: 
Although cloud data lives in the virtual world, the servers that supports it are physical and will be subject to disasters and emergency situations. 
Disasters with ICT are wide ranging from environmental, to accidental to malicious. Hence it is always POSSIBLE, no matter how much redundancy 
and backup has been allocated for the system to fail. The business impact is considered MAJOR in the short term.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Ensure a comprehensive in-house disaster recovery plan is in place. Review how well the cloud service provider and your network services meet 
your needs. Balance the risks of a disaster occurring against the costs for providing rapid recovery. Review these plans as part of an ongoing 
annual audit which should take into account other adverse events that have occurred over the past year.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


11 
Sensitive information not adequately protected 


LIKELY MAJOR 16 HIGH 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP3: Collection of solicited 
personal information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information     


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Avoid collection and use of any personal information that is considered sensitive OR place suitable protections on any essential sensitive 
information. 


RATIONALE: 
The current in-house ICT system takes special precautions with sensitive information (for example the householders with alarm systems who have 
disabled resident). The move to the cloud will require some changes to information access and hence it is considered LIKELY that such information 
will no longer have the same levels of protection. The inappropriate disclosure of sensitive personal information is considered to have a MAJOR 
impact on the business.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Review the collection and use of sensitive information (as defined by the Privacy Act 1988) and determine the essential business use of such 
personal information. If this can be keep separate from the cloud and yet still provide the business service with the degree of safety and 
confidentiality required, then pursue this option. If keeping sensitive information away from the cloud is not considered possible then review the 
security procedures in place and the strength of protections through encryption and authentication methods used (e.g. two factor). Review this as 
part of an annual security and privacy audit.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


12 
Intellectual Property not adequately protected 


POSSIBLE CATASTROPHIC 15 HIGH 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


N/A       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Avoid storing any IP materials in the cloud OR place suitable protections on any essential IP information in the cloud 


RATIONALE: 
The current system keeps records of the alarm system configurations online for maintenance purposes. The details of the customers and their 
alarm systems requires a high degree of confidentiality to protect the IP of the business. The move to the cloud will require some changes to 
information access and hence it is considered POSSIBLE to LIKELY that such information will no longer have the required levels of protection. The 
inappropriate disclosure of this information to competitors is consider to have a MAJOR to CATASTROPHIC impact on the business. Hence, to be 
safe, the risk level should be regarded as HIGH. 


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Review the collection and use of IP information and determine its essential business use for online access. where IP information must reside in the 
cloud then review the security procedures in place and the strength of protections through encryption and authentication methods used (e.g. two 
factor). Review this as part of an annual security audits.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


13 
Data disclosed to third parties 


UNLIKELY MODERATE 6 LOW 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP6: Use or disclosure of 
personal information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information     


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Ensure data is encrypted when in storage and transported. Avoid data being exposed to third parties to include external systems developers, 
testers and contracted staff. 


RATIONALE: 
Company policy on the use of live customer data and the use of encryption for both storage and message passing makes it UNLIKELY that 
disclosure to third parties will occur. As they are usually contracted staff rather than direct competitors and hence the impact of such a disclosure, 
if it occurs, is considered MODREATE. 


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Use trusted third party supplies for contracts and ensure the company policies on encryption, and not using live customer data with application 
and web developers is maintained.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


14 
Data backups not adequately protected 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP6: Use or disclosure of 
personal information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information     


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Ensure backup data is encrypted and that keys are secure.  


RATIONALE: 
With cloud service providers that manage the encryption keys it is considered POSSIBLE that a breach may occur.  A data disclosure from such a 
breach will have a MAJOR impact on the business in terms of costs to rectify and loss of trust.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Either maintain the backups in-house as proposed by the first proposed cloud network design OR ensure that encryption keys are not maintained 
by the cloud service provider with backup.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


15 
Data not actual deleted (i.e. erased) at end of 
contract POSSIBLE MINOR 6 LOW 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP11: Security of personal 
information       


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Use a reliable cloud service provider that will guarantee data erasure (note that the practice of overwriting data will not guarantee erasure with 
virtual data stores).  


RATIONALE: 
History has shown that this is POSSIBLE with some cloud service providers especially if they do not specifically state their policy on data erasure. 
The impact is considered MINOR provided that the data is encrypted and the keys are not held by the cloud service provider. If this encryption 
policy is changed the impact should be considered MAJOR since it both leaves a risk of disclosure and violates APP 11 on deletion of data no longer 
required.    


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Choose a reliable cloud service provider that includes a policy on data erasure at the end of contracts. Keep the present company policy on data 
encryption and in-house key maintenance.   
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


16 
Data breaches not sufficiently detailed 


LIKELY MODERATE 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP6: Use or disclosure of 
personal information 


APP8: Cross-border disclosure of 
personal information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information   


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Use a cloud service provider that guarantees detailed reporting following a data breach 


RATIONALE: 
Evidence shows that some cloud service providers don't give detailed breach notifications so this is considered LIKELY. The impact of not knowing 
who's accounts may have been compromised is MAJOR, although only MODERATE if the data breached is still encrypted and the keys are secure.   


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
If the cloud service provider cannot provide sufficiently detailed breach notifications, then ensure data remains encrypted and the keys are not 
compromised. Review at the annual security and privacy audits the risk of data being breached from the applications or in non-encrypted form. 
Revise this risk level to HIGH if this is likely.    
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


17 
Inadequate or no audit on data access 


LIKELY MODERATE 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP6: Use or disclosure of 
personal information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information     


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Ensure an audit is enabled on all data account access either by the cloud service provider or by installing and executing an appropriate application.  


RATIONALE: 
It is considered LIKELY that the cloud service will not provide an audit of account access. The audit provides a level of safety in determining 
inappropriate access for determine privacy and security breaches. Hence, the impact on the business is considered to be MODERATE if no audit is 
present.   


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Implement an audit of all account access that is secure and available to authorised personnel.  
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


18 
Poor or inadequate documentation to 
determine cloud risks POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  
APP1: Open and transparent 


management of personal 
information 


      


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Ensure documentation from both in-house and third party suppliers is comprehensive for risk assessment purposes.  


RATIONALE: 
Based on experience it is considered POSSIBLE that documentation is not supplied to sufficiently determine risks. The inability to undertake a 
thorough risk assessment is considered to have a MAJOR impact on the company.   


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Ensure company policy includes the need to maintain good ICT documentation. This needs to cover both in-house and contracted suppliers. Use 
alternative suppliers if they are unwilling to provide the details needed. 
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


19 
Inadequate cloud compliance certification 


POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  
APP1: Open and transparent 


management of personal 
information 


APP6: Use or disclosure of 
personal information 


APP10: Quality of personal 
information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information 


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Select a cloud service provider with adequate compliance certification 


RATIONALE: 
Not all cloud service providers have good certification hence it is considered POSSIBLE that one chosen does not. Compliance gives a degree of 
reassurance on the quality standards and that risks associated with privacy and security will be minimised. The impact could ranging from 
MODERATE to CATASTROPHIC, hence the impact has been selected as MAJOR.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
The business needs analysis requires a high degree of reliance from the cloud service provider to meet its safety standards. Review the types of 
compliance certification available and select a provider accordingly. Include this review in the annual privacy and security audits.   
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RISK ID RISK LIKELIHOOD IMPACT RISK VALUE RISK LEVEL 


20 
Cloud provider does not allow site visits to check 
compliance issues POSSIBLE MAJOR 12 MEDIUM 


APPLICABLE AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY PRINCIPLES:  


APP6: Use or disclosure of 
personal information 


APP11: Security of personal 
information     


MITIGATION STRATEGY: 
Use a cloud service provider who is open and transparent in the way they handle your information and allow your ICT specialist to visit and 
confirm what they claim. 


RATIONALE: 
It is considered POSSIBLE that low cost cloud service providers will not welcome site visits to their facilities. The impact could range from 
MODERATE to CATASTROPHIC, hence has been selected as MAJOR.  


RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Use the option of a site visit to test out the professionalism of the selected cloud service provider. Don't avoid this if they are located overseas, 
simple ask if a local consultant can visit.  For larger well established organisations this may be seen as a lower risk, although no provider is immune 
from bad practice that leads to breaches. If they are open to a visit then this indicates a lower risk, if they are unwilling then carefully consider the 
options and review what other businesses say about this provider.  
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APPENDIX 4: Cloud APP Compliance Checklist 
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APPENDIX 5: Cloud Business Requirements Checklist (UPDATED) 
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APPENDIX 6: Cloud Privacy and Security top 15 Questions Checklist 
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		CASE STUDY for Cloud Risk Analysis

		Overview

		STEP 1 – Threshold Assessment

		STEP 2 – Plan and Scope the CRA

		Scale the CRA

		The following issues were considered in deciding the overall scale of the CRA:

		Stages of development

		Scope lists



		STEP 3 – Determine Requirements

		STEP 4: Map Information Flows

		STEP 5: Determine and Analyse Risks

		STEP 6: Formulate Recommendations

		STEP 7: Finalise Project Design

		Is the project viable?

		What design should be used?



		STEP 8: Check Legal Compliance

		Does my Business need to comply with the Privacy Act?

		Is the project APP compliant?



		STEP 9: Select your Cloud Provider

		Cloud Supplier Selection

		Top questions to ask your cloud service provider



		STEP 10: Prepare CRA report

		STEP 11: Present your results

		STEP 12: Follow up

		APPENDIX 1: Cloud Threshold Assessment Checklist

		APPENDIX 2: Cloud Business Requirements Checklist

		APPENDIX 3: Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet

		APPENDIX 4: Cloud APP Compliance Checklist

		APPENDIX 5: Cloud Business Requirements Checklist (UPDATED)

		APPENDIX 6: Cloud Privacy and Security top 15 Questions Checklist
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Steps for the Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA) Checklist 
This will assist you in checking off the steps required to do a full Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA). 


Tick the PREPARED check-box when you have read and understood the requirements for this step. 


Tick the IN-PROGRESS check-box when you have commenced working on this step. 


Tick the COMPLETED check-box when no more needs to be done with this step (note: this could be left as the final 


check-off after finishing the CRA report). 


No. STEP PREPARE and PERFORM PREPARED IN-PROGRESS COMPLETED 


1 Threshold 
Assessment 


2 Plan and Scope 
the CRA 


3 Determine 
Requirements 


4 Map Information 
Flows 


5 Determine and 
Analyse Risks 


6 Formulate 
Recommendations 


7 Finalise Project 
Design 


8 Check Legal 
Compliance 


9 Select your Cloud 
Provider 


10 Prepare CRA 
report 


11 Present the results 


12 Follow up 


Read WHO needs to do a CRA? 
Complete the ‘Cloud Threshold 
Assessment Checklist’ (10 questions) 
Read WHAT are the steps involved? 
Start: ‘Steps for the CRA Checklist’ 
Create: Scope list
Read WHAT information do I need? 
then complete ‘Cloud Business 
Requirements Checklist’ (53 questions) 
Read WHAT goes in the Cloud? and 
WHAT good example can you show 
me? Generate information maps 
Read HOW do I determine and 
Analyse the Risks?   Commence: 
‘Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet’ 
Read HOW do I formulate the 
recommendations?   Complete: 
‘Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet’  
Read HOW should I finalise my 
design? 
Complete: Cloud project design 
Read HOW do I check for legal 
compliance? Complete ‘Cloud APP 
Compliance Checklist’ (52 Questions) 
Read HOW do I select my provider? 
Complete ‘Cloud Privacy and Security 
top 15 Questions Checklist’ 
Read HOW do I prepare the CRA 
report? Generate your CRA report, 
with summary and copies of checklists 
Read HOW should I present my CRA? 
Present your CRA to suit the audience 
and document feedback. 
Read HOW do I follow up after the 
CRA?    Implement the plan. 
Final version stored and protected.  


Completed by: 


Date: 


END OF ‘STEPS FOR THE CRA CHECKLIST’. 
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		Steps for the Cloud Risk Analysis (CRA) Checklist



		Check Box2: Off

		Check Box1-1: Off

		Check Box1-3: Off

		Check Box2-1: Off

		Check Box2-2: Off

		Check Box2-3: Off

		Check Box3-1: Off

		Check Box3-2: Off

		Check Box3-3: Off

		Check Box4-1: Off

		Check Box4-2: Off

		Check Box4-3: Off

		Check Box5-1: Off

		Check Box5-2: Off

		Check Box5-3: Off

		Check Box6-1: Off

		Check Box6-2: Off

		Check Box6-3: Off

		Check Box7-1: Off

		Check Box7-2: Off

		Check Box7-3: Off

		Check Box8-1: Off

		Check Box8-2: Off

		Check Box8-3: Off

		Check Box9-1: Off

		Check Box9-2: Off

		Check Box9-3: Off

		Check Box10-1: Off

		Check Box10-2: Off

		Check Box10-3: Off

		Check Box11-1: Off

		Check Box11-2: Off

		Check Box11-3: Off

		Check Box12-1: Off

		Check Box12-2: Off

		Check Box12-3: Off

		Text4: 

		Text5: 








Cloud Provider Suitability Checklist? 
This checklist will assist you in determining the suitability of the Cloud Service Providers on your shortlist. 


The Ref. No. is the reference number relating to the requirement listed in your updated Cloud Business 


Requirements Checklist.  


The Prior. No. is the priority you have assigned to this requirement (chose from the drop-down list). 


The Risk No. is an option to add the relevant risk number/ID you assigned on your Cloud Risk Analysis Spreadsheet. 


As you assess each Cloud Service Providers on your shortlist, select the drop-down star rating in terms of how well 


each requirement is met by that service provider, i.e. *** = Good, ** = Average, * = Poor, ‘-‘ = Inadequate,.  


Ref.


No. 


Prior.
No. 


Risk 


No. 
Provider 


1 


Provider 


2 


Provider 


3 


Provider 


4 


Comments 


1-1


1-2


1-3


1-4


1-5


1-6


1-7


1-8


1-9


1-10


1-11


1-12


1-13


1-14


1-15


1-16


1-17


1-18


1-19


1-20


1-21


1-22


1-23


1-24


1-25


Ref.


No. 


Prior.
No. 


Risk 


No. 
Provider 


1 


Provider 


2 


Provider 


3 


Provider 


4 


Comments 


2-1


2-2


2-3


2-4


2-5


2-6


2-7


2-8 © Peter Croll 2016







Ref.


No. 


Prior. 
No. 


Risk 


No. 
Provider 


1 


Provider 


2 


Provider 


3 


Provider 


4 


Comments 


2-9


2-10


2-11


2-12


2-13


2-14


Ref.


No. 


Prior. 
No. 


Risk 


No. 
Provider 


1 


Provider 


2 


Provider 


3 


Provider 


4 


Comments 


3-1


3-2


3-3


3-4


3-5


3-6


3-7


3-8


3-9


3-10


3-11


3-12


3-13


3-14


3-15


3-16


Ref.


No. 


Prior. 
No. 


Risk 


No. 
Provider 


1 


Provider 


2 


Provider 


3 


Provider 


4 


Comments 


4-1


4-2


4-3


4-4


4-5


4-6


4-7


4-8


4-9


4-10


4-11


4-12


4-13


4-14


Compiled by: Date:   END OF ‘CLOUD PROVIDER SUITABILITY CHECKLIST’ 
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